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Chapter 8.
Social Informatics and EconomicsIn this hapter we examine some of the ways that information is used and ontrolled in our soiety. Mod-ern soiety balanes many omponents suh as politial and eonomis and Information managementis essential for the development of omplex soial, organizational, and eonomi systems. Interlokingsystems of government, politial systems, and eonomis. Publi poliy, governmental aountability,marketing, intelletual property, and modern warfare all are information intensive for better or worse.These are highly omplex systems (Fig. 8.1). They seek equilibria in many subsetions. Indeed withmany dimensions of hange, even those partial equilibria are hanging. Part of the goal of reating so-ial order is to try to reate stability and preditability in some areas that allow other areas to ourish.We start with some poliy issues whih develop tradeo�s and balane.

Figure 8.1: Society can be viewed as a complex adaptive system. Indeed, it is particularly complex because the
laws and norms are fluid and individuals have many different (sometimes contradictory) agendas. (redraw)

8.1. Social Policy: Freedom and Control of InformationFreedom of expression is a ornerstone of demoray. Along with transpareny in organizational andgovernmental proesses, freedom of expression is one of the foundations of an Information Soiety.Freedom of information is essential for ritial thinking. Soial omplexity [75].The free exhange of ideas helps to resolve soial issues. However, in some ases information an damagethe very systems and institutions it has helped to reate. This has led to a variety of traditions, laws,poliies, and proedures for dealing with information. These seek to balane the sometimes ompetingfores of individual rights, the power of knowledge and information, and the good of soiety.There an be legitimate reasons to limit the distribution of information | it may be personally on�-dential or it may be under opyright, for example. Some information is also potentially very harmful,suh as instrutions for making bombs or a hate group's literature, and there may be very legitimatereasons for preventing it from being freely exhanged.
8.1.1. Freedom of Speech and of the Press in the U.S.Freedom of information allows all sides of issues to be disussed and analyzed. It is fundamental todemoray and a market-based eonomy. Among other advantages, the press provides a wathdog roleon government and business ativities. The First Amendment of the U.S. Bill of Rights guarantees thefreedom of speeh, of assembly, and of the press. While the First Amendment is broad, not all speehis proteted. It only overs only government regulation of speeh and not speeh that is regulated byorganizations with whih a person is assoiated. Moreover, some types of speeh suh as libel, blakmail,fraud, and hild pornography are onsidered so antisoial that they are not proteted. Yelling \Fire!"in a rowded publi plae, suh as a theater, when there was no �re would similarly not be proteted



306 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13by the First Amendment beause it is fraudulent and beause of the potential for injury among thepani-striken theater goers. However, the de�nition of pornography is based simply on \ommunitystandards"; what onstitutes pornography, what onstitutes a ommunity, and whih ommunity issetting the standards are all questions that need to be determined.Objeting to what people do rather than to what they think.Down-side of freedom of the press is patently false information.Commerial speeh whih is speeh employed in the ondut of business, an be regulated more thanother types of expression. For instane, a business an't make fraudulent advertising laims. The U.S.ourts upheld a ban on igarette advertisements on television, but they would be unlikely to ban anysort of politial speeh (suh as a ampaign advertisement) in the same way. Moreover, there are someases when speeh is ompelled suh as requiring the ingredients to be listed on food produts.Freedom of speeh protets a person from ensorship by the government but it doesn't protet a personfrom retaliation by an employer.Civi data. Data about loal government and ommunity.In the U.S., information generated by the government is owned by the publi. There are, of ourse, aseswhere it is neessary to keep information from being widely disseminated. Disseminating individualensus reords would violate individual privay. Some military serets may need to be proteted asa matter of national seurity. As a means of allowing the publi aess to governmental reords, theFreedom of Information At (FOIA) was reated in 1966. This law allows the publi to petition thegovernment for aess to governmental reords. However, the law does allow for exeptions to the releaseof information for reasons suh as individual privay and national seurity. Freedom of information forreleasing reords in governments around the world [5].Claims for aess are reviewed by a government oÆe and ultimately by an independent judge. Whendouments are released under FOIA, some setions may be hidden as redations (8.2.4). Reords andarhived material (7.4.1, 7.5.1) may ontain sensitive information. When a reord or doument must bemade publi, suh as in response to a Freedom of Information At (FOIA) request (8.1.1), parts of itmay still have to be held bak, or \redated". This is generally related to the legal requirements of thereords system. For some other types of material there are too many opies of any published materialso it is impossible to retrat it. Classi�ed material. Open government data. Limitations of FOIA -slow response. Identity of author of a message and responsibility for its ontent.Unrestrited freedom of expression. Slander. Defamation. Libel. These must be adjudiated. Shieldlaws for the protetion of journalist's soures. Examples.
8.1.2. Freedom of Speech and of the Press outside the U.S.In Britain the libel laws are muh striter than the U.S.Hate speeh.
8.1.3. CensorshipCensorship is intentionally bloking aess to information resoures by information onsumers. Thatis, it distorts one part of the information reation and dissemination stream.Several types of ensorship an be identi�ed: Politial, moral, and seurity. Politial ensorship ispartiularly harmful to an informed publi in a demoray.



8.2. Social Policy: Intellectual Property 307One example of ensorship whih is aepted is giving parents ontrol over what information resouresare available to their hildren.There are a variety of approahes to implementing ensorship sBook burning. Banned books (Fig. 8.2).As is the ase with a lot of omputer-based language proessing, muh of the nuane is diÆult toautomate onsistently Thus, some automated �lters remove referenes to a breast of hiken or breastaner.When ensorship is implemented as a soial poliy, its purposes and limits should be learly delineated.Need for freedom of information may be be balaned with ommunity ontrol of appropriate ontent.
Figure 8.2: Some banned books: Uncle Tom’s Cabin (left) and The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (right).Potentially, ontent �ltering an be ensorship.Information monitoring. Tehnology an both irumvent and failitate ensorship. Great Firewall.Fig. 8.3. In other ases, only ertain types of material are seleted for olletion. State serets dotrine.Versus FOIA (8.1.1).

Figure 8.3: Nazi book burning.

8.2. Social Policy: Intellectual Property
8.2.1. The Logic of Intellectual PropertyWe are austomed to the idea of ownership of physial objets suh as lothes, ars, and houses, butless so to the idea of ownership of intelletual property. Knowledge and ideas an be of great value tosoiety and to their reator. The output of reative intelletual ativity may yield a type of property.The idea of ownership of ideas is found in the disussion of plagiarism (5.12.3)but it is also the basis of alegal onstrut. As a legal onstrut, intelletual property di�ers from real property ((se:realproperty)).There are �ve major types of legally proteted intelletual property: opyrights, patents, trademarks,and design patents. Trade serets, suh as formulas for soft drinks, are also intelletual property, butthey are not proteted by ontrats with employees.Not all reative ativity is proteted. In the fashion industry, it has proven diÆult to protet reations.In some other ases, intelletual property is enfored primarily by soial norms. For instane, topomedians apply soial pressure that disourages stealing eah others' jokes. Intelletual property,
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Figure 8.4: Mozart had no intellectual property protection and died a pauper despite producing great music.unlike other types of property, an be quikly and dupliated and someone's hard work and reativityan be usurped by another. Laws for proteting intelletual property attempt to balane the rightsof the reator with the needs of soiety and the pratiality of enforing the rules. Ideally, opyrightfailitates a healthy publishing industry that is independent of government ontrol.Intelletual property laws are not always lear, and the emergene of new forms of tehnology onstantlypushes for new legislation. We now see additional ompliations of musi opyrights (8.13.3). [55].Intelletual property right for digital materials and methods is fuzzy.
The Congress shall have Power ... To promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for
limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries

Figure 8.5: Article 1.8.8 of the U.S. Constitution on the need to protect intellectual property.

8.2.2. Intellectual Property Law in the U.S.
CopyrightCopyright and patents are spei�ally authorized by the U.S. Constitution and are administered by theLibrary of Congress (Fig. 8.5). As stated in the U.S. Constitution, the main justi�ation for protetingintelletual property in the U.S. is that it serves as an inentive to others to reate new works. Thereare major hallenges to opyright from digital works.

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to
assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of grievances.

Figure 8.6: The First Amendment of the U.S. Bill of Rights which guarantees the free exchange of information in
many public settings.

Copyright Law In the United States, the United States Code (USC 17) [20] de�nes opyright law.A opyright an be granted to \an original expression �xed in a tangible medium". A \tangiblemedium" may inlude text, musi, �lm, painting, and even sulpture. Copyright law in the U.S. isslightly di�erent from that in other parts of the world, and even within the U.S., some of the detailshave hanged frequently, often owing to other innovations and tehnologial advanements. In essene,however, opyright law extends legal protetions to a reator's ability to obtain bene�ts from their work(usually monetary) and their ability to ontrol how their work is used. Opt-in versus opt-out.
What Can be Copyrighted Copyright not only protets spei� wordings and other types of materialssuh as books or musi, but also reations suh as type fonts and sulptures. There are limits, however;opyright protets the expression of an idea and not the idea behind it. A newspaper journalist doesnot have an exlusive right to use the fats behind a news story; rather, the opyright would simplyprotet the way that journalist desribe the events. Similarly, in the 1992 ourt deision about whetherthe \look-and-feel" of the Maintosh desktop interfae ould be opyrighted, the judge determined thatonly the spei� design used for the desktop ould be opyrighted and not the idea of the desktop.



8.2. Social Policy: Intellectual Property 309A omplex multimedia prodution may have separate opyrights on di�erent omponents of the pro-dution; there may be musi rights and narrative rights, for instane. The seletion and order of worksin an anthology an be opyrighted, even if eah work is opyrighted separately, as there is intelletuale�ort in the seletion proess. \Works for hire" (i.e., those you are paid to omplete), however, areowned by the person who hired you unless otherwise stated. In addition, works for the U.S. federalgovernment are owned by the publi.Re-mix. (Fig 8.7).
Figure 8.7: Mashups as fair use? Girl Talk.

Rights Granted by Copyright Copyright protets original expressions by granting the �ve rights listedin Fig. 8.8. The basi right is that of the reator to ontrol the making of opies of the work. Thereare rights related to this �rst one that may not involve the atual making of physial opies, suh asin the ase of theater. Here, these rights are known as \performane rights". Further, performanesthemselves an be opyrighted separately from the opyright on the work performed. Thus, a spei�singing of a song or reading of a poem an be opyrighted and it will be a separate opyright fromthe opyright on the poem or song itself. This is sometimes desribed with the laim that opyrightan apply to both matter (the work) and energy (a performane). Works are sometimes adapted orexpanded into more omplex works; those derivative works an be opyrighted as well, but the opyrightalso depends on permission to opy the original soure.
Right to copy
Right to distribute copies
Right to make derivative works
Right to perform
Right to display

Figure 8.8: The five rights granted by the current U.S. copyright law.Under urrent law, the reator of an original work automatially holds the opyright on it from thetime it is made publi, and extend for the author's lifetime plus 70 years thereafter In previous versionsof the law, the reator had to register and deposit a opy of the work at the Copyright OÆe, whihis part of the Library of Congress. One opyright is established, it an be transmitted to others bya ontrat or liense. Normally this agreement gives the publisher the right to market, distribute, andsell opies of a work and gives the reator a royalty in return.Copyright infringement is the illegal use of opyrighted material. Copyright infringement for ommerialgain is alled \piray". Generally, before an infringement is determined, the owner of the opyrightmust send a \ease-and-desist" letter to the person who is using the work. If the person does notstop using the opyrighted material, they may get sued. Indeed, in the urrent version of the law, anyontent an be aptured and posted under the \safe harbor" unless the owner opts out.
Exceptions to Copyright In the U.S., several exeptions to opyright are reognized (Fig. 8.9). Oneof the most widely disussed exeptions is \fair use," whih allows limited use of a opyrighted workfor ertain purposes. However, the limits of fair use are diÆult to de�ne | Fig. 8.10 lists the fatorsonsidered. Fair use allows a reviewer to quote material in book review; in general, the use of quotationsfrom a opyrighted work for the purpose of expliating ritiism or omment is allowed. Photoopying a



310 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13work for personal use is aeptable, and a limited number of opies may also be justi�ed for eduationalpurposes. Fair use has also been interpreted to allow parodies of works. Parody uses a work to makea omi point (Fig. 8.11). It is obvious that without the fair use exeptions for parody and ritiism,no opyright holder would allow the use of their work for those purposes. Digital rights and fair use.
Exception Description

Fair Use A limited amount of public use of copyrighted works is allowed as “fair use”.

First Sale A copyright holder can collect royalties only the first time a work is sold. If a used book is
sold by a used book store, the copyright does not apply.

Library
Exception

A library may make copies of works that are out of print for the purpose of inter-library loan.

Figure 8.9: Major exceptions allowed by U.S. copyright law.

Factor Example

Purpose Is it for personal use or for sale? Is it for education? Is it a parody?
Amount Is it just a brief quotation or a full chapter?
Nature of work Is it primarily factual (e.g., biography or history)?
Effect on value Are the most unique parts selected?

Figure 8.10: Factors typically considered in determining fair use of copyrighted material.Material that was never opyrighted or for whih the opyright has expired is said to belong to the\publi domain". Suh material may be freely used by anyone; no permission is required and no feeis harged. Many materials prepared for the U.S. federal government are automatially publi domainbeause they are reated with publi funds, but works for state and loal governments often are not.There may be ambiguities about the fats and even about interpretations about fair use. Risk analysis.
?Twas the night before implementation and all through the
house,

His eyes were glassed over, fingers nimble and lean,

not a program was working, not even a browse. from weekends and nights in front of a screen.
The programmers hung by their tubes in despair, A wink of his eye and a twitch of his head,
with hopes that a miracle soon would be there. soon gave me to know I had nothing to dread.

The users were nestled all snug in their beds, He spoke not a word, but went straight to his work,
while visions of inquiries danced in their heads. turning specs into code; then turned with a jerk.

When out in the machine room there arose such a clatter, And laying his finger upon the “ENTER” key,
I sprang from my desk to see what was the matter. the system came up and worked perfectly.

And what to my wondering eyes should appear, The updates updated; the deletes, they deleted,
but a super programmer (with a six-pack of beer). the inquiries inquired, the closings completed.

His resume glowed with experience so rare, He tested each whistle, and tested each bell,
he turned out great code with a bit-pusher’s flair. with nary a bomb, and all had gone well.

More rapid than eagles, his programs they came, The system was finished, the tests were concluded,
and he cursed and muttered and called them by name. the users’ last changes were even included.

On Update! On Add! On Inquiry! On Delete! And the user exclaimed with snarl and a taunt,
On Batch Jobs! On Closings! On Functions Complete! “It’s just what I asked for, but not what I want!”

Anonymous

Figure 8.11: A parody of “The Night Before Christmas”. Parodies, especially, those with political intent are generally,
protected from copyright restrictions relative to their source.

Digital Works and Copyright Reform Digital systems have greatly hanged the nature of the opyright.Beause opying digital objets is easier than opying traditional douments, modern tehnologieshallenge many of the traditional assumptions on whih opyright is based. Ultimately, there mustbe a balane between the reator's need for protetion and the lient's need for reasonable use, butit is unlear exatly where that balane point will be found. Should the rules that allow libraries to



8.2. Social Policy: Intellectual Property 311distribute books for short periods of time apply to digital libraries that are available via the Internet?Similarly, the \�rst sale" priniple allows the owner to sell a used book, but an you sell a used digital�le?Tehnial protetion measures. Most importantly, with digital systems it is easier to make opies thatit was with traditional media. The Digital Millennium Copyright At (DMCA), the most reent updateof U.S. opyright, has many ontroversial setions. It does not permit attempts to derypt ontent anddoes not allow the publiation of ertain enryption and de-enryption algorithms. This makes themere distribution of software that enables opyright infringement an illegal at. Anti-irumvention.Duration of opyright.There are many hallenges in opyright law. Works for whih the opyright holder annot be loatedare known as orphan works. But, beause the opyright holder annot be loated those works an neverbe republished. Fig. 8.12 shows some variations of opyright lienses that have been proposed by theCreative Commons projet [57] seeks to grant exible opyright lienses that both protet the rights ofthe reator as well as promote open-soure use.
Right Description

Attribution Whenever the work is used, always give the creator’s name

Non-commercial This work can be copied but is not allowed to be sold.

No derivative works This work cannot be incorporated into other works.

Share alike This work can be distributed by others under a license identical to the original license.

Figure 8.12: A copyright holder may care about retaining some rights but not others. Some of the rights formalized
by the Creative Commons[57].

<cc:License rdf:about=“http://creativecommons.org/licenses/example2”>
<cc:permits rdf:resource=“http://web.resource.org/cc/Reproduction” />
<cc:permits rdf:resource=“http://web.resource.org/cc/Distributio” />
<cc:requires rdf:resource=“http://web.resource.org/cc/Copyleft” />

</cc:License>

Figure 8.13: A fragment of the RDF code for a Creative Commons Attribution license[56]. (check permission)

TrademarksTrademarks uniquely identify a produt or servie. Trademarks prevent onfusion with other similarproduts or servies they are therefore, are essential to establishing a brand name. For the ustomer, thetrademark provides evidene of a level of quality. Indeed, trademarks and the produts they representare often so tightly bound that it is diÆult to think of one without the other. Phrases or graphis arethe most ommon forms of trademarks, but it is also possible to trademark a musial jingle or even ananimated harater. A trademark must be distintive and its unauthorized use must be ontrolled bythe owner. In addition, trademarks are usually registered, whih simply solidi�es their ownership foreboth within and outside the produt's ommon market. One reent trademark ontroversy onernedwhether or not the statement \You've got mail" ould be trademarked by AOL. However, the line wasjudged not to qualify as a trademark beause it is a ommon phrase in everyday use.
Trade SecretsTrade serets, suh as the formula for Coa-Cola, are also intelletual property. They are not protetedby federal laws but they may be proteted in two other ways. First, individual state law often protetssuh information. Seond, ompanies interested in proteting their trade serets generally inlude a\non-dislosure requirement" in employee ontrats. Any violation of that lause an be proseuted anddamages an be sought. There are exeptions to non-dislosure agreements in ases where an employeebelieves that their ompany is onealing information that may be damaging to the publi health orinterests. Suh people an often apply for federal whistle-blower status, in whih ase they beome



312 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13exempt from proseution under their original employee ontrat. Branding (5.2.2). Industrial espionage
(7.11.0).

PatentsPatents provide protetion from the use of spei� proesses. Thus, they generally promote tehnologi-al development while opyright often promotes artisti development. In return for the publi dislosureof tehnial information about a devie or proess in the patent appliation, inventors are given a periodof proprietary use for their reation. Fig. 8.14 illustrates the ontent of a patent. Under urrent U.S.law, patent overage lasts for twenty years from the date of issue. Patents of a proess may be grantedfor a \non-obvious extension" of a tehnology. Patent searhes. Originally, an invention or proess hadto be \redued to pratie," meaning it had to be a ompletely novel proess. Historially, patentshave been applied to proteting mahines whih omplete proesses. In many ases this leads to patentprotetion for the produts of suh proesses suh as omplex pharmaeutial drug. However, thatpriniple is diÆult to apply to software and proesses have been aepted in the U.S.; these are alled\method patents".A suessful patent an be very valuable; and some businesses are based primarily on intelletualproperty (8.13.3). In general, patents have proven to be a driver for a knowledge eonomy (8.13.2). Insome ways, the intelletual property system has evolved in a way that atually inhibits innovationwhih was one of the main justi�ations for the legal framework in the �rst plae. Patent trolls.
Figure 8.14: A close-up of Velcro which was awarded U.S. patent #2717437. (different picture)

Other U.S. Laws and Rights Relevant to Intellectual PropertyPersonality rights. In the U.S., some rights are typially granted by state rather than federal law.People have the right to ontrol the right of personal information suh as their name and photographs.However, most publi �gures, suh as politiians, who exist in the publi eye lose some expetationof being able to ontrol their image or the use of their name in all but the most libelous of settings.On the other hand, in California | where Hollywood is loated | restrits the use of images evenafter they died. Physial objets, even though they be \informational" in a sense, are onsideredordinary property, and their owner an ontrol their use. The Mona Lisa is owned by the LouvreMuseum in Paris, and the museum is allowed to ontrol opying its likeness (the Louvre does not allowphotographs to be taken on its premises). Inreasingly, intelletual property is oming to be regardedmore like an ordinary property and is governed by ontrats rather than by intelletual property laws.Patent searhes in order to on�rm that an idea is novel.
8.2.3. Non-U.S. Intellectual Property LawsIntelletual property (IP) laws are usually assoiated with mature eonomies. Europe has IP lawswhih are similar to the US although they tend to inlude more ompulsory liensing. Less ommonis a notion of fair use. In some ountries, espeially in Europe, intelletual property rights for reativeworks allow additional \moral rights" whih go beyond the eonomi rights. These give the reatorrights suh at the right of attribution and permanent rights to ontrol some aspets of the use of thework. For instane, a sulptor would be able to veto ertain loations for the display of his/her work
[11], or prevent it from being shown in ertain ontexts. Moral rights makes that ase that intelletualproperty is an extension of the personality of its reator, and that as suh, their right to their worksupersedes that of opyright law. Some elements of moral rights are inluded in the Berne Convention



8.2. Social Policy: Intellectual Property 313treaty, but only in the ontext that eah signatory ountry is required to enat in their domesti lawsthe extent and spei�s of an author's moral right to their own work. This leads eah ountry to havespei� rules regarding the moral rights of intelletual property. Joint ownership of IP. Tribal IP laws.Piray.
8.2.4. Rights ManagementRights are an integral aspet of information resoures. There are frameworks for desribing and ap-plying rights. Contrat-like douments, suh as \terms and onditions of use," are often attahed toinformation resoures as a dislaimer. These explain the proper and allowable uses of the produt.Any ontrat, however, is only as good as the ability to enfore it. Mehanisms for ensuring that thestipulations of a user agreement are upheld are integral to managing the eonomis of informationgoods (8.13.3). Passive versus ative DRM. Copyright rawler. Rights metadata and ontrats. Rightsmanagement organizations: BRR, ASCAP, BMI.

Digits Rights Management TechnologiesMany options are possible. In the ase of musi, you might buy the rights to play a given song 100times, or alternatively you ould buy the rights to play it for one year. Solutions suh as this, however,have not proven to be e�etive. As a general solution, a formalism an help speify rights; indeed, thereould be rights expression languages. Repositories (7.8.0).Digital rights management systems have been designed and proposed to more e�etively aomplishthis task. These systems enode or enrypt partiular funtional allowanes into the �le that is tobe managed. These a�ordanes prevent the user's equipment (hardware and software) from exeutingertain tasks, suh as opying or distributing the ontrolled �le. The partiular a�ordanes that areenoded are intended to be seleted by the opyright owner and any other involved parties (suh as thereator's employer).Rights De�nition Language (RDL). DRM metadata needs to be assoiated with implementation details.It may be possible to reate a system in whih one opy is loaned from one mahine to another. The�le would simply be deativated from the �rst mahine and plaed on the seond mahine, and whenthe loan is ompleted, the �le would be deleted from the seond mahine and reativated on the �rst.Usage rights an also speify what parts of the ontent an be used and under what irumstanes.Fig. 8.15 shows some ategories de�ned by a DRM language and Fig. ?? gives an example of the DRMlanguage. These tehnial languages allow the user to de�ne the omponents to be managed and thento set terms and onditions for their use.
Rights Example

Transfer of rights from one user to another Product movement from one repository to another
Rights to reproduction Print and display of content
Rights to derived products Using the product for creation of new products
Rights to file management Creation and restoration of reserved copies
Rights to system configuration Software installation in repository

Figure 8.15: Categories of digital rights as defined by XrML[73].Not all reators are protetive of their reations as others are. While opyright gives an author severaldistint rights, the author may not are to laim all of them. A ontrat an de�ne \aeptable use"poliies. These poliies detail for what, and to what extent, a opyrighted material may be used. Aopyright holder might sell part of a doument for a single use or for a spei�ed time period.
Other Terms and Conditions for UseContratual requirements rather than soietal poliy. The owner of the rights to a work sets the termsand onditions for others' use of that work. These stipulations may be based on opyright lienses

(8.2.2) or other property rights, or they may be based on organizational poliies onerning seurityand privay. Aeptable use poliies are one example. These are the onditions under whih a user



314 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13an legitimately use another person's intelletual reation. They may inlude suh things as privayof arhives or personal papers, soure itation, and the use of watermarks. Digital objets and rightsmetadata (8.2.4). Right learane enter.Redations blok the presentation of ertain material for privay or seurity reasons in a doument.Redations have been applied to paper douments with magi marker (Fig. 8.16), but they an alsobe ontrolled eletronially with XML-based tags. This ould be a part of a repository managementsystem.

Figure 8.16: A paper document with redactions[17]. For electronic documents, redactions would be processed with
XML and a Digital Rights Management system. (check permission)

8.2.5. Technologies for Rights Management
Secure ContainersDigital rights management systems require an environment in whih the ontent is able to be ontrolled.Many DRMs require that a trusted system be implemented by requiring the use of speialized, ommonsoftware and hardware. This would allow these trusted systems to restrit the use of a proteted �leonly to systems where its proper and authorized use an be enfored, in e�et reating a lok and keysenario in whih a opyrighted �le is transferred to a user in an enrypted (loked) state that requiresa key to derypt, and whih simultaneously prevents unauthorized uses of the �le.
Copy Identification: Digital Watermarks and FingerprintsDigital watermarks and �ngerprints enode a digital objet in a way that identi�es its soure (Fig. 8.17).This an be helpful for opyright protetion. \Watermarks" are indiators on a display that are apparentto an observer. The term watermark omes from the proess of stamping paper with a unique symbolthat is often used to ertify its authentiity.

Figure 8.17: Picture with a digital watermark (from Mira.com, check permission). Note the “C” with a circle around
it which appears to be stamped on the image indicating copy protection.\Fingerprints" are hidden in digital representations. There are many ways to hide identifying informa-tion in an image. Codes may be hidden in the brightness or olor signals. Fingerprints an be reated



8.3. Social Policy: Privacy, Anonymity, and Surveillance 315by spreading ode throughout an image. In a typeset doument image, the spaes between lettersand lines may be used [35] (Fig. 8.18). Fingerprints an even be hidden in wire-frame models used foromputer-generated graphis (Fig. 8.19). Both watermarking and �ngerprints an often be defeated byonverting material aross formats. For instane, the postsript �le in Fig. 8.18 might be OCR'd andthen reonstruted. Multimedia �ngerprints.
Figure 8.18: Using the spacing between letters to create a digital fingerprint. The word “for” has been intentionally
shifted a small distance from its default position to mark this document[35]. (check permission)

Figure 8.19: Watermarks can be hidden in shapes of polygons in a wire mesh for a 3-D synthetic object[21]. (check
permission)

Duplicate and Plagiarism DetectionIt is easy to make opies of digital resoures. In some ases, this is highly desirable, but the opies mayalso be unauthorized and it would be helpful to be able to automatially detet them. Detetion ofopies an go beyond exat word mathing but also semanti similarity. This an be an indiation ofplagiarism (5.12.3). This ould be useful for detetion of opyright violations, for detetion of plagiarism,or for reduing dupliates in searh-engine returns[39]. Near dupliates and imperfet mathes are morediÆult to determine. One strategy is to look for mathes to distintive fragments or authorship har-ateristis. Some strategies for approximate math are related to text retrieval. Multimedia dupliates.Fades into similarity mathing by searh engines (10.7.0).
8.3. Social Policy: Privacy, Anonymity, and Surveillance
8.3.1. PrivacyModern tehnology and seurity onerns pose hallenges to an individual's right to privay. A ertaindegree of privay is something that most of us expet in our day-to-day lives. This expetation extendsto some of the information about us. We often want to ontrol aess to that information, and preventother people, ompanies, or governments from viewing it. Indeed, while it is not expliitly stated, someparts of the U.S. Constitution are interpreted as implying a right to privay. The 4th Amendment ofthe U.S.Constitution protets against unreasonable searh and seizure (Fig. 8.20). This amendmenthas been interpreted as granting a general protetion of privay.But what exatly is privay? People di�er greatly in their oneptions of what onstitutes privay.Some people do not want even their address given out while others don't seem to are. Therefore,an invasion of privay may best be de�ned as any \unwanted intrusion" [23] into a person's life. Thisde�nition is �lled with diÆulties, however, and in the end, what onstitutes privay (or a breah ofit) may be determined pieemeal, as instanes arise.
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The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable
searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause,
supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons
or things to be seized.

Figure 8.20: There is no right of privacy specified explicitly by the U.S. Constitution. The Fourth Amendment of The
Bill of Rights of the U.S. Constitution, which places limits on search and seizure, has been interpreted as implying a
“right of privacy”.In some ases, privay has more to do with an individual's ability to ontrol soial impressions ratherwith aess to spei� data. Privay norms rather than privay laws.

Information PrivacyPrivay about the information resoures one aesses. Eletroni media introdues many hallenges toprivay. There is privay from ommerial interests.However, there needs to be a balane between itizen's right to privay, seurity, and the need for thefree exhange of information. The government has the right to wiretap suspeted riminals. This is aneessary and logial right, but it is regulated by requiring a ourt order to prevent abuse. Other suhirumstanes may inlude aessing private medial information in an emergeny (9.9.3).EU privay rules.Too muh surveillane raises the possibility of totalitarianism. Big Brother.Issue of privay for information brokers who ollet large amounts of personal data from web browsingand redit ard transations. Data brokers (9.6.0).Privay and willingness to dislose personal information. Privay apitalism.Loation privay.Speial protetion for (a) personally identi�able information, (b) hildren and students, and () healthinformation. On the other hand, there are times when in depth bakground heks are desirable.Invasive tehnologies suh as dragonies (se:infoseurity) and sensor networks. Balane with the needto beware of possible terrorist attaks. Privay depends in part on information seurity (7.10.3).It has been proposed that individuals ould ontrol their own personal information as a type of intel-letual property. Types of harm due to violation of privay. Costs of keeping privay. Searh warrants.Many kinds of data. Modeling what a person will be doing. Loation data. Behavioral extrapolation.Reommendation systems.User expetations about privay versus privay itself. Privay standards are hanging. Perhaps beauseof the highly soial nature of Internet interation. Expetations about privay di�er greatly arossultures and even aross individuals. In some soial settings, there is little expetation of privay. It isoften said that in a small town, everybody knows everybody else's business. Di�erent standards arossultures and generations.Corporations sharing information about individuals.A orollary of freedom of information is that a person's privay is proteted about what information aperson aesses. In libraries, this is known as reading privay. Reords on the irulation at librariesand purhases at bookstores are, generally, proteted. However, people are required to release a ertainamount of information, for instane, when making appliations to both the government and to ompa-



8.3. Social Policy: Privacy, Anonymity, and Surveillance 317nies. Privay of reading habits. Library irulation reords have traditionally been onsidered private.However, many soial media appliations reord details of user behavior.
Data Mining and Personal InformationMassive amounts of information are olleted about individuals. The data ome from online behaviorbut also from ativity in spei� environments suh as supermarkets or amusement parks (4.11.0).Pattern-based surveillane.
Policies for Collection Availability of Personal DataIn ontrast to physial privay, informational privay is harder to ensure. Information systems makethe olletion and distribution of information (partiularly information stored in databases) faster andeasier. Information tehnology failitates the storage of and remote aess to data. There an be manybene�ts of sharing data aross databases. Data suh as drivers' reords, whih used to be diÆult toobtain, are often available online. Moreover, these data an easily be merged with other data, whihan save time and money. Also, it allows seurity agenies to be more e�etive at monitoring suspiiouspeople, inluding terrorists. This inrease in monitoring ability reates hallenges for privay.Personal information seurity. One of the dangers of the spread of personal information in informationsystems is \identity theft," whih happens when one person poses as another person to spend theirmoney or obtain lines of redit using their soial seurity number. Fraud of this variety is rampant,and the osts to soiety are enormous. Privay breah. Many reords are orrupted. While privayontrols may not have hanged, it will soon beome neessary for them to be altered to reet the newrealities of the digital age. Fig. 8.21 lists several fators to be onsidered in data privay. The prinipleof \individual partiipation" asserts that individuals should be able to view a pro�le of any personalinformation that is kept about that. The networking of information resoures dramatially hange theavailable of personal information. It is easy to �nd detailed information about an individual. Moreover,there an be a longevity of personal data that appear online. privay and data aggregation. Creditsore. Opt-in versus opt-out. Who ontrols dissemination of personal information. For instane, in theauray of personal information

Principle Description

Collection Limitation Data should be collected only by legal and fair means.
Data Quality Data should be collected only for specific purposes
Purpose Specific The purpose for which the data are collection should be clearly stated.
Use Limitation Data should be used only for the purposes for which it was collected.
Security Safeguards Once collected, personal data should be protected.
Openness The existence and nature of a personal data set should be described openly.
Individual Participation Individuals should be allowed to validate and challenge data that is held about them.
Accountability Any organization controlling data should abide by these principles.

Figure 8.21: Data privacy rights for personal information in the OECD (adapted from[66]).Privay laws. Conit of privay laws aross national boundaries.An ative digital footprint is personal information that individuals release, wittingly or unwittingly,about themselves. Part of the threat to privay is that data about an individual from many souresan be oordinated. While any one piee of data may not be problemati, the ombination of manypiees an be very revealing [?℄.Loss of privay through data aggregation (9.6.0). Having vast amounts of personal information readilyavailable online seems qualitatively di�erent from publi reords whih had been kept in di�erent reordsenters.Soial media sites and privay. Balane of privay and soial media. Exhange of private informationin soial media an be an at of trust. DiÆulty of forgetting. Right to oblivion in arhival materials
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((se:oblivion)). Soial forgetfulness an be a good thing [42].Privay and system seurity are losely interrelated. Cyber-rime may attempt to systematially attakpersonal reords (5.3.4). Spyware is a term used to desribe overt omputer programs that installthemselves on a user's omputer without their expliit knowledge, and are designed to ollet and reportinformation about the user's omputer habits. These programs an also gather personal information,ranging from names and addresses to redit ard numbers.
Putting the User in ChargeSome internet initiatives are seeking to enourage ompanies to reate fair and extensive privay poliies.Simply labeling a site with a lear, identifying mark indiating the site owner omplies with privaystandards an help users identify trustworthy sites. \Seal programs," suh as those from the BetterBusiness Bureau (BBB), provide non-governmental erti�ation of sites that follow approved privaypraties.Data vault.Eonomis of privay.
Beyond Information PrivacyMultimedia and data proessing tehnologies are presenting additional hallenges to privay. Faereognition and privay (anonymity). Cellphone ameras and privay.Privay and personal identi�ation tags.Drones.There are even new types of threats to privay. The results of DNA test may suggest that a person hasa predisposition to ertain diseases (9.8.1). That person may want to keep this information on�dential.They may want to ensure their geneti privay (8.3.1).Management of private information by a separate organization.

8.3.2. AnonymityIn its strit sense anonymity is the total onealment of an identity, without the possibility of disovery.The more ommon form of anonymity, an be de�ned as pratial obsurity, whih an be thought ofas being lost in the rowd. This holds true for muh of our personal information as well. E�etively,anonymity is one way to ahieve a level of privay. Anonymity is a double-edged sword, however.Although it helps to maintain the privay of individuals, it an also prevent the identi�ation of peopleommitting illegal ats. Generally, ators in soiety need to be responsible for their ations.\Anonymity is dead." Generally, there is loss of anonymity.In some ases, anonymity an lead to avoiding responsibility.Balane between anonymity and free speeh. Versus taking responsibility for ones laims. Pros andons for anonymity of ations on the web. Anonymizer. Networking ( A.15.0). Onion routing (Fig. 8.22.)Online anonymity and traking IP addresses. Cyber-hate. Personal VPN tunnel.
8.3.3. SurveillanceSurveillane is intentional observation. It an be done with ameras, by tapping telephones, or monitor-ing Internet traÆ. Furthermore, it is enhaned with tehnologies suh as fae reognition. Surveillane,like anonymity, has both bene�ts and disadvantages. Foused surveillane an ertainly be helpful |for example, patients in a hospital an bene�t from being monitored (Fig. ??) parents an wath a nannyminding their hild, and surveillane in publi plaes helps to both prevent and solve rimes. How-ever, most people beome unomfortable when they know they are being wathed. Indeed, surveillaneundermines trust (5.2.3) and the internalizatiom of personal responsibility.
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Figure 8.22: Onion routing[76]. (check permission) (redraw)The widespread use of surveillane is sometimes ompared to the pan-option model of a prison(Fig. 8.23). Algorithmi surveillane for instane with automated fae reognition. Surveillane ofWeb ativity through traking ookies. The Constitutional limits of surveillane are unlear. Implia-tions of long-term foused surveillane versus transient surveillane.Inreasingly, information systems are being used to monitor the ativities of people on the internet.While this has bene�ts, suh as apprehending riminals, many people are worried that the inreasedability of information systems to monitor the ations of ordinary itizens and to gather together personalinformation about them onstitutes an e�etive loss of anonymity. Parental surveillane of hildren.Algorithmi surveillane. Pattern and fraud detetion. Data mining for surveillane.
Figure 8.23: Bentham’s 1791 drawing for a “pan-opticon”[34]. This is a prison with a circular design that would
allow for optimal surveillance of prisoners with a minimal number of guards. Some people believe that information
systems may lead to an invasion of personal privacy that will make society like a pan-opticon in which the activities
of large numbers of people are monitored by a small number of observers. (check permission)Some appliations on the Web allow for identi�ation and detailed traking of individuals. IP addressesan be traked and harateristi usage patterns an be monitored. Cookies arry identifying informa-tion about the users. Many ompanies use this information to develop marketing shemes that eitherdiretly target users via advertisements, or entire demographis via produts and servies. Massiveamounts of lik data and ookies. Data-driven marketing (8.12.5). Re-targeting. Preditions and pro-�les of individuals. Patterns of behavior. Desriptions of how to present ads. Taxonomies for ads.Aution of personal information.Green Wall. Co-opting soial media by the government.There are many bene�ts to knowing where a person or objet is loated. It helps appliations fromellphone all routing to supply hain management (8.12.1). Surveillane an help to protet soiety fromterrorists. Monitoring patients in a hospital. Parents heking on hildren's ativities online. However,detailed traking of loation for instane loation-based servies also threaten anonymity. Unique typesof targeted advertising with loation traking. These issues are ampli�ed by soial loation serviesSuh as those whih identify when you are in proximity to your friends. Video and surveillane (11.6.1).Loation-based question answering. Problem of 3-D loation. For instane, where a person is loatedin an oÆe building. Anonymity an failitate illegal and terrorist ativities. Anonymity and personal
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Figure 8.24: Non-specific video surveillance.

Figure 8.25: Surveillance of hospital patients with sensors and monitors for their own safety. (check permission)

8.3.4. Personal IdentificationTo ip anonymity around, there are times when we need to positively identify a person. How doesa person or soiety do that? What redentials uniquely identify an individual as the person they arelaiming to be? For obvious reasons, it is neessary that this identi�ation proess be done with a highdegree of auray and on�dene.Establishing identity with biometris (8.3.4). Eah of these has di�erent identi�ation e�etiveness |hair olor is not as an unique identi�er than is a �ngerprint, for example. Photo identi�ation is atype of biometris. A seond type of identi�ation onsists of knowledge that only a single individualmay possess. This form of ID is ommonly used for automated veri�ation proesses, and inludes PINnumbers and passwords. A third form of identi�ation is items uniquely assoiated with an individual.In the United States, the most ommon form of this type of ID is a soial seurity ard/number. It isthe mere possession of an item that onfers identity. Soial seurity ards and numbers are easily lostor stolen, and when used for veri�ation purposes, need to be on�rmed by another means. However,this is often not the ase. Identity ards based on biometris an be useful when there other forms ofidenti�ation are not feasible. This is being done a large sale in India.Fae reognition an be applied in publi spaes. Surveillane linked to fae reognition (8.3.4). But, thishas substantial impliations for privay. This an be both useful and intrusive even if the individualis not identi�ed spei�ally.An individual's privay an be adversely a�eted by many identi�ation proesses. Beause so manyservies require a person's soial seurity number, for example, that identi�er is easily obtained byothers. One it is obtained, it an then be used to aess very sensitive information and authorize manydi�erent transations. Beyond the tehnologial details, there is an ongoing debate about the soialimpliations of using biometri identity ards. The related onepts of authentiation and authorizationare disussed in terms of information seurity and assurane (7.10.3).
8.4. Government and Social Decisions
8.4.1. GovernmentGovernment is an institution for making and implementing soial deisions. Government may bethought of as a soial ontrat between itizens to implement poliies whih are in the ommon good.



8.4. Government and Social Decisions 321It is a set of institutions that has been set up to provide a framework for soial interation. Thegovernment enompasses an enormous range of ativities, and it is information intensive. Governmentprovides a framework for dispute resolution. Government arhives and reords (7.4.1).Open government and asking for suggestions from the publi. Making government data sets availableto the publi. Government as a publisher of information. Maintaining the on�dene of the publi inthe quality of government information. But it is rare that the details of are fully presented suh as fulldislosure of government ontrats and grants.There are many ideas about the role of government. This is the basis of politial siene. [30] Thereare di�erent perspetives on the role of government. In one view, government as an umpire in asports math. An alternative view government promoting fairness and justie. Beyond the theoryof government, there are pratialities in everyday governane and rises suh as natural disasters,eonomi disloation, and foreign threats. Soial ontrat. Government and governane.We have already enountered organizational burearaies (7.3.4). Government bureauray.Government setting eonomi and industrial poliy.
8.4.2. Government Information and ServicesThe government provides many di�erent information servies. From town ounils through the federalgovernment, itizens rely upon their government to provide servies and information. Eah one ofthese servies, from driving liensing to eonomi statistis and monetary poliy, involve the olletionand management of vast amounts of information. The government's role in olleting and managinginformation. Open data for government (9.6.4). Publi information. Government arhives (7.5.1). Thereord-keeping tasks alone, suh as birth, marriage, and death reords, onstitute an enormous amountof information that must be managed. Weather servie. Improving the operations of government witheGovernment.Dislosure and publi information. Open government. Community information servies. Civi data
(8.1.1).IT Governane. Government and information poliy. Privay. Risk Management. Compliane. Regu-lation.

Public AdministrationThere are a lot of databases in the publi setor. Government data olletion and storage. This inludesdatasets (9.6.0) suh as ensus data, labor statistis, tax reords, environmental data sets, and sienti�data sets. These have many hallenges ranging from politial issues onfounding their managementto speial problems of prourement of infrastruture beause of budgeting for government informationsystems[53]. Transpareny and FOIA. A totally transparent government would publish detailed budgetsand ontrats. Soial information institutions that minimize orruption.
8.4.3. Social Decision MakingAll the many aspets about how soiety works are soial deisions. Soial groups need proedures forreahing deisions. Sometimes these deisions are made by ditators, sometimes by representatives,and sometimes by demoray. Deisions made by small groups. Simulation ould be used as a tool tosupport these deision aids muh as it is used in DSS systems. However, simulations involving soialpoliies are notoriously unreliable. Are organizations and governments rational? Publi hoie theory
[40] asserts that governments and organizations often serve the personal goals of their leaders [26].There are many strategies and proedures for deision making. Deision making in small groups (5.6.0).A soial deision proess must have at least impliit onsent of the group for whom the deisions arebeing made. Often, there are too many voies to be heard in regard to issues that are too omplex forsimple disussion to be e�etive.
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Information and DemocracyDemoray plaes the politial, and hene, soial, deisions in the hands of individual itizens. Demo-ray is most often assoiated with voting but it atually requires a balane of among many soial fatorssuh as freedom of expression (8.1.1) and stable soial institutions. Beause of this, eah itizen needsto have rih information and the ability to analyze it. The possession of information is, of ourse, onlypart of the battle | itizens must also be eduated to think ritially about the information they have.Soial media and oordinated soial ation. Personal demoray. One of the values of demoray isthat it gets itizens to partiipate in the government.Demoray also has many hallenges. For instane, the votes of a simple majority and not protetingminority rights. A republi or representative demoray (in whih the power of the itizenry is delegatedto eleted representatives), an be seen as a way to avoid the \rule of the mob"; the seasoned andinformed temperaments of politiians an put the brakes on the wild swings of publi zeal. Beauseitizens are not fully informed on many issues, and beause some issues are extremely ompliated (taxlaws, trade negotiations and tari�s, et.), diret itizen voting may not produe wise results in manyinstanes. People an be swayed by short-term emotional reations. This an be aggravated by thetime-honored tehnique for introduing onfusion among deision makers by providing misinformation.There an also be a \tyranny of the majority" in whih the right of small, but none-the-less signi�antgroups are entirely dominated by the majority.Publi disussions about omplex issues often lose the subtleties. Some partiipants gloss the issues tosore points. This requires knowledge and information, mainly about whether the views and opinionsof the proposed representative are similar to those of the person voting for them. An uninformed,or misinformed, itizenry is, thus, less able to selet representatives who reet their intentions [60].Pundits and predition auray.What do people aept as fatual? How do they judge reliable soures.News versus advoay (8.13.7).Soial media and demoray movements.
Civil Debate in Adversarial Discourse To provide onsidered disussion of positions, disussions shouldbe arefully onsidered. Suh disussions are haraterized by fous on the issue and ollegial, non-threatening disussions.Avoid diret personal attaks on opponents in a disussion, that is ad hominem omments and insults.These introdue emotional responses whih may loud the reations of the partiipants and the audiene.Protest and dissent.
Public Discourse and Civic MediaNewspapers and other mass media an failitate the free ow of ideas (8.13.7). Though, they may alsodo this while expressing strong politial opinions. This is even more true of interative media suh astalk radio and blogs (10.11.2). Blogs and itizen journalism (8.13.7). Disourse (6.3.2). E�etive demoraydepends an eduated, thoughtful, and informed itizenry. Deliberative demoray. Soial deisionsour most e�etively with transpareny, and informed, open debate [7]. Politial ativism (5.1.4).Ideally, politial disourse would be respetful and restrained. This is often di�erent from rowdypolitial onventions and gamesmanship of blogs. Freedom of expression and speeh (8.1.0) are essentialfor an informed itizenry. Suh a variety of hannels of information enourages individuals to formtheir own opinions and make their own deisions. Freedom of information also helps expose politialorruption and reate a more solid government. For this reason, it is neessary in a demoray to havea large amount of government and institutional transpareny. That is larity of proessed, publi aessto relevant information, and reording deisions.



8.4. Government and Social Decisions 323Managing publi opinion. Attitude hange (4.5.2). Buzz analytis (10.11.2). By framing a publi thedebate the ategories and issues are outlined. Biasing soial disourse by reating a narrative andfousing on only one aspet. Indeed, there may be intentional obfusation and sewing onfusion.Ideally, itizens would be ritial thinkers and immune to attempts to bias their opinions. Collaborativeanalysis tools an help support deliberative demoray. Disussion of poliy issues [49]. Argumentationsystems (6.3.5). Soial Deision Support Systems [77] (Fig. 8.26). Debate graphs. Blogging as soialdebate. Blogging as atharsis.

Figure 8.26: Social Decision Support System[77] can be systematic and similar to legislative deliberation. Potentially,
these incorporate argumentation systems with decision support systems. (redraw) (check permission)Con�dential disussions in running government or any organization versus the need for transpareny.Claiming the legitimay of sienti� researh for a politial agenda.

Political ProtestsPolitial protests.Soial media and politial hange. Politial danger of synhronized groups.
PollingAssessing publi opinion for polling and surveys. Polling as a type of data analysis and analytis.Attitudes and opinions (4.5.2). Traking publi opinion with sentiment analysis (10.11.2). However, polls,an be greatly a�eted by the way questions are asked.Big data analytis.
Public OpinionAwareness and issues. Journalism (8.13.7)and blogs. Buzz analysis (10.11.2). Personal opinions (4.5.2).Seeking logial arguments with whih you disagree And then developing a basis for the di�erenes ofopinion.In a predition market, people an buy options for preditions about future events. Predition market(Fig. 8.28). but these an, sometimes be manipulated. Predition market as a matter of publi opinion.There is a onsiderable inentive for politiias to manipulating publi opinion and there are many waysin whih this is done (5.3.3). Framing the debate. Creating an impression of risis. Flooding media
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Figure 8.27: Incorrect polling in the 1948 U.S. presidential election predicted that Dewey would beat Truman. This
belief was so strong that one newspaper printed the incorrect result. (check permission)

Figure 8.28: In a prediction market people can buy options predicting future events.hannels (e.g., searh engines) so that ontrarian opinions an't get through. Demagoguery Distortinginformation. Spin. Providing alternative explanations. Fous on only one aspet of a omplex syste
Making Social DecisionsMany soial deisions are omplex speialized. Representative government has the e�et of slowingdown the proesses of government and legislation with debate and plaing deision-making power inthe hands of people with experiene in the proess. The use of a representative form of demoray isbelieved to be a bu�er against the emotions of the people and the rule of the mob.Distributed deision making. Transpareny and how those deisions are made and in the responses tothem. Of ourse, there are many fores opposed to transpareny. Corruption and the distortion of publiopinion. Transpareny for institutional deisions onsists of itizens being aware of the the proessesby whih deisions are made and also be having the deliberations about spei� deisions be open.News provides information about government poliies and events and it an be a wathdog examiningthe ations of government and publi �gures for hyporisy, orruption, and wrongdoing. The Internetengages itizens in ways that traditional media annot, by allowing them to atually partiipate in Webdisussions on ivi issues, for example. This grassroots power an lead to an emergent groundswell ofpubli opinion through online ommunities (5.8.2) and popular websites. However, that same grassrootspower an also be overrun. There an be a value in reputation of news organizations for a balanedpresentation of the news though even that is inreasingly rare.Politial ampaigns. Part information, part persuasion.
VotingVoting is a formal mehanism for reahing soial deisions. The most obvious, and important, formof ivi partiipation is voting. Diret demoray ould maximize voter on�dene in eletions andissues, whih as we have noted, often serves to inrease itizen partiipation and interest in the politialissues. We disuss more about voting in ( A.9.5); for instane, the problems of using a plurality rule whenthere are more than two andidates. Seret ballots help to minimize the possibility of retaliation forvoters. Colleting eletroni votes is related to eletroni reords management. Seret ballot relatedto privay.As noted above, information is vital to e�etive soial deisions. An informed eletorate.



8.5. Policy, Law, and Regulation 325Transpareny in the eletion proess.Eletroni voting systems have been proposed. These have many advantages but they may have manypossible problems. The anonymity of voters must be maintained while also preventing voting fraudadding votes. Information systems, with their support for rapid ommuniation ould allow for amore diret demoray. whih allows itizens to vote diretly on issues. Seurity (7.10.3) and trustworthyresults. Open soure software for eletroni voting mahines an be reviewed to ensure that there is avery small possibility for fraud.
Multi-Party DemocracyVoters tend to align into politial parties. Computation and argumentative nature of the proeedings.In ombination with freedom of speeh, adversarial politial opinions tend to illuminate aspets of soialissues. Potentially, these an highlight issues.Politial parties usually provide a relatively stable oalition whih form around lusters of signi�antissues.Downside of multi-party demoray.Politial parties are often non-deliberative and often rely on brash advertising. Persuasive mehanismsof all sorts. Soial media use for informing, persuading the voters.This arries over into the mehanism of heks-and-balanes in government. E�ets of Internet fundraising in politial ampaigns. Miro-targeting of politial messages like other targeted advertisements.

8.4.4. Polling, Campaign Marketing, and Voting AnalyticsBig data for demoray.Modeling the eletorate.Computational politial siene.
8.5. Policy, Law, and RegulationWe have seen the norms and rules are fundamental to soial interation. One of the main funtions ofgovernment is to develop rules for soiety to funtion. Law is the result of implementation. Poliies arestatements of priniple; laws are rules reated to implement poliies, and regulations exeute the laws(Fig. 8.29). Law has is enfored with onsequenes. All of these piees need to work together.Poliy analysis and development. Developing a model of how di�erent omponents a�et the topis towhih the poliy applies.

Level Example(s)

Policy Copyright should be established in order encourage people to be creative.

Law Give an author copyright for a certain number of years.

Regulation Details of forms which need to be completed. Develop appeal procedures.

Figure 8.29: Policy sets broad principles, law establishes rules, and regulations describe implementation procedures.Network ontinuity.Ethis and poliy.
8.5.1. From Policy to Law

PolicyA poliy is a statement of priniple it emphasizes a desired ondition. Poliy is built on values andgoals. We have also onsidered organizational poliy (8.11.1). Some soial poliy is implements in laws.It outlines the strategy or tat that a government or organization is going to take about a partiular



326 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13matter. A good poliy has several basi elements: it should be spei�, it should be unambiguous, and itshould be tehnology-neutral (beause tehnology is normally an implementation detail). Also, poliiesshould be well oneived; that is, they should have their intended impat [?℄, and not negative e�etsthat areful analysis ould have foreseen. Few polies are so arefully oneived and many idealistipoliies are impratial to implement.Think tanks. Epistemi ommunities. Multi-disiplinary perspetives whih often deal with poliyissues.
Legal FrameworksIn onstitutional systems, suh as the U.S., the onstitution sets out the basi framework of soiety.Parliamentary system suh as in the Commonwealth, do not have suh a strit framework. A Constitu-tion sets out the rules for the alloation of politial power. It desribes the struture of the governmentand provides heks and balanes among the parts to keep any one power soure from dominating theothers. It is a sort of meta-law. Within that framework, laws and regulations are formal rules forreating a struture for reating a ivil soiety. They are the tools by whih poliy is implemented.Parliamentary systems generally have a similar interpretation of onstitutional onits. However, theParliament is the �nal authority. Either way the meta-legal system must support the basi needs ofa omplex soiety. For instane, the rights of minorities should be proteted.A law, on the other hand, is a statement reated and rati�ed by eleted oÆials or legislators, and whihoutlines a ode of ondut or a prohibited behavior. Laws should enourage a stable soial onsensusfor how soiety ould be run. It is possible to make a lot of rules to handle many di�erent situations.Good laws should be easy to understand, easy to follow, and diÆult to irumvent. Reasonable persontest.While laws are abstrat and often imperfet there's a great soial value in having people follow laws.People must be willing to follow laws and people who want to follow laws failities a stable environment.Laws and norms provide a struture for soiety. Transpareny of laws often omes from simpliity.Ideally, laws should be lear and e�etive. That is, they should be lear, easy to follow, not overlybroad, and minimize side e�ets. There is a ost to laws and regulations. Formalization of norms (5.3.1).
Common Law and Case LawIn the U.S. and English systems, there is a distintion between ase law, or ommon law, and ivil law.Statues are the laws as passed by the legislature. Some other laws are so integral to the working ofsoiety that they are aepted as \ommon law". Common law is generally based on preedent whihis the aumulation of e�etive ation from ourt deisions. Laws do not exist in isolation. Rather, it'shelpful to think about the entire legal framework. Consider the ombination and interation of manylaws. Case law reasons from previous ases by analogy. Case law itations form a network whih issimilar to Networks of sholarly itations (??)(Fig. 8.31). Similarly, this would be true of interonnetedpatents.

Figure 8.30: Case law precedents as a citation network (from [?]). Legal informatics. (redraw)Statues leave out many details. These details are then often spei�ed in regulations. Though sometimesthe laws themselves also implements regulations. The details of the proedures for applying for opyright
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Figure 8.31: Case law precedents as a citation network (from [?]). (redraw)in the U.S. are spei�ed by regulations from the Copyright OÆe.Food labeling. Banks have extensive regulations.Some regulations promote transpareny and dislosure of information are often desirable but even thoseneed to be well rafted. On one hand, regulations an provide orderly management of ativities, butthey may also be overly restritive. Regulations require ompliane by the entity being regulated.Regulation as very preise rules but these sometimes have unantiipated onsequenes. Regulationsdo not arry the full weight of the law, and may be a lari�ation of the law, or guidelines for a law'sappliation.Build losed, ontrolled systems. However, people often go outside the law. Laws should disouragepeople from doing that.
8.5.2. Developing Effective Policy, Laws, and RegulationsThere are a number of hazards for poliies, laws, and regulations. Laws and regulations are oftenaimed at one problem but have unintended onsequenes a�eting an entirely di�erent area. Thus, alaw should be based on an analysis of a wide variety of senarios where it may have an impat. A lawor regulation may be unenforeable simply beause it is too broadly drawn. Or, it may be ambiguousand lead to misunderstanding. Jurisprudene is the theory of the law; there are two main threadsnatural and normative priniples. We saw this distintion earlier with respet to opyright (8.2.2). Lawsas behavioral requirements. Law as instrutions.Laws often reet ultural and soial norms but they may also be the result of politial and eonomipressures. Laws often, but don't always, reet poliy. Law should be internally onsistent.Laws must hange as soiety hanges; of ourse, this is the role of legislature. Eletroni distributionallows more people to view government douments, and provide them with more information withwhih to make informed deisions. A reord of the legislation before Congress, for example, wouldallow itizens to hold their representatives to aount and petition them to reet the will of theironstitueny [58] (Fig. 8.32). The legislative history is the reord of the debates about the law inthe legislature. That may be helpful to understand the intent of the legislature in reating the law.Hansard.

Figure 8.32: The Thomas system is a repository of legislation pending in the U.S. Congress.Creating poliy and laws requires reasoning about intended e�ets, enforeability, and likely judi-ial opinions. Information systems an provide greater transpareny and publi aess to the reords
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(7.4.1) and the rationales that are being used in poliy reation, and help to provide more detailed anal-ysis. Version management tools ( A.5.8) applied to laws. However, the existing approah is not amenableto that.E�etive regulations, while aimed at eliminating some undesirable behavior, need to be able to befollowed. That is, the regulations annot be so restritive as to inhibit growth and innovation within anindustry. This is partiularly apparent for information sienes. Regulation needs to preserve individualrights and privay, but annot throttle the development and marketing of new tehnology Poliy, laws,and regulations need to be easy to understand and to be enfored. Too many laws or regulations maymake people ignore them and may be diÆult to enfore. Furthermore, almost from the time they arereated, poliies, laws, and regulations are likely to be o-opted, modi�ed, and hallenged.
8.5.3. Compliance and Enforcement of Laws and RegulationsEnforing laws with penalties suh as soial santions suh as �nes and jail. Furthermore, the enfore-ment of laws and regulations is neessarily done by human beings, that is by the polie and regulatoryagenies. Thus, there are limitations to what we an expet from them. Expanded regulation andampen industry, and wind up destroying the thing that the laws were reated to protet.Punishment and santions. The wording of a law is not important if it is not enfored. Compliane andenforement are the main fators that ontribute to a poliy's eÆay, partiularly for regulations aimedat information and information systems. The muh-lauded bene�t of modern information systems isthat they open up the world to anyone with a omputer. This, however, has the orollary e�et ofdeentralizing and depersonalizing illegal ativity, whih makes enforement of any legislation diÆult.Developments in information tehnology will be needed to establish a balane between neessary ontroland desired freedom. A law or rule is only as good as its ompliane | it does little good to reate apoliy with whih people annot omply, or whih annot be enfored. Moral ageny.
8.5.4. Legal System and InformaticsEology of legal onepts. We would hope that the law is lear, and logial. Indeed, the law is a formalsystem, perhaps in some ases, it an be modeled with exat de�nitions. However, there is enoughambiguity that it is diÆult to do that. Purely, legal onstruts suh as ownership. While this is anideal, it an be diÆult to model onstruts suh as the \reasonable person" test (i.e., what would a\reasonable person") do in a given situation. Ambiguity of laws (example). From legal informatis tolaw enforement. Preservation of ourt reords and trial transripts.

Example

Figure 8.33: Ambiguity of law.

Trials and HearingsMost trials are about establishing the fats of a ase { what really happened; however, a few requireinterpretation of the law. Court hearings and other proeedings should maximize the hane the truthin a ase will be found. This an aomplished, in part, by following standard proedures. That is bydue proess. The proeedings of a trial need to be orderly. This an be threatened by too muh publispeulation. In some ases, a judge may prevent publi dislosure with gag orders. This inludes a fairjudge and suitable treatment of evidene. Independent judiiary.Due proess means that previously spei�ed proedures are followed.
Figure 8.34: Trial.
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Legal EvidenceWe haveenountereed the notion of evidene several times. There are spei� rules for what onstitutesappropriate evidene in a trial. Physial evidene in hearings needs to follow a hain of ustody so thatit an be erti�ed not to have been tampered with, muh like the preautions we have disussed foreletroni reords. \Rules of evidene" Cirumstantial evidene. Testimony. Hearsay evidene is notallowed. Criminal forensis. Reords and evidene (7.4.2). Wiretaps.A trial begins with disovery whih is the sharing evidene between both parties. In very large ases, thismay amount to several million douments and doument management systems are required. Sometimesinternal organizational information is well organized but in many other ases it poorly organized.
((se:internalorginfo)). For eletroni materials, this beomes eletroni disovery or eDisovery. Thisis a type of text data mining. This is a hallenge beause a great deal of ontent must be reonstruted.Digital forensis (7.5.5).

Legal Argumentation and SearchingMany aspets of legal proeedings whih are information intensive. First, the law needs to spei�ed.Seond, in ase law, the laws depends heavily on ontext. and related ases must be identi�ed. Under-stand the impliations of previous ases. Many laws are abstrat. That is, the apply general priniplesrather than over spei� ases. However, they have to be applied to spei� ases. DiÆulty ofsearhing legal digests. Often, it is not lear what the law requires. Furthermore, it is important forlawyers to identify as many of the relevant ases as possible. High-reall searh. Fat similarity. Legalsearhing[29][37]. Adapting the legal system to managing large amounts of information. Legal argumentan involve lassi�ation.De�ne the law. Apply the law. Legal reasoning suh as determining whether a given ase is overedby a given statute. Laws are generally ategorial, but many arguments are quantitative. This oftenleads to the slippery slope. Laws are highly strutured. An argumentation system (Fig. 8.36) (6.3.5).an also be used for students to understand how legal arguments are onstruted. Legal argumentation
[65] (Fig. 8.35).

Whoever ...
2) intentionally accesses a computer without authorization or exceeds authorized access, and thereby obtains
A. information contained in a financial record of a financial institution,
or of a card issuer as defined in section 1602 (n) of title 15,
or contained in a file of a consumer reporting agency on a consumer,
as such terms are defined in the Fair Credit Reporting Act (15 U.S.C. 1681 et seq.);

B. information from any department or agency of the United States; or
C. information from any protected computer if the conduct involved an interstate or foreign communication;

Figure 8.35: Fragment of TITLE 18, PART I, CHAPTER 47, US Code. Fraud and related activity in connection with
computers.Styles of written argument versus oral argument. Dynami argument (e.g., analogy) versus absolutestandards.Attorney-lient privilege.

8.6. Goverment Structure and ServicesPrevious setion desribed government as rules. This setion desribed government as workow andservies.
8.6.1. Civic DataMany data sets for ivi funtions. Colletively, these are termed ivi data. Thses inlude polling andvoting, eonomi data, land use, ensus data. Community infrastruture is a omplex maze. Some ofthese are managed by the government while others suh as utilities may be managed by utilities.
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Figure 8.36: Argumentation graphing tool for students to analyze the discourse elements for Supreme Court
arguments[28]. (check permission)Just as interoperability of business reords has proven important (7.4.4), interoperability of data sets isinreasingly important.Smart ities. Sensors ( A.19.0). Ative environments (11.9.5).

8.6.2. Disaster Planning, Crisis Management,
and Emergency ResponseInformation is partiularly important in a risis suh as ours after earthquakes, hurrianes, andterrorist attaks. Using information under pressure with high stakes.Highly adversarial situations (7.11.0). Crisis management (8.6.4). The ability to quikly ollet andanalyze information an be partiularly helpful for reating in a risis. Moreover, that informationoften needs to be rapidly disseminated to the publi. Inreasingly, that it one of the roles of soialmedia.
8.6.3. Disaster Planning and PreparednessRisk management. Vital reords. Communiation. Disaster planning.
8.6.4. Crisis Management and Emergency ResponseInformation systems that are integrated aross agenies ould allow for a oordinated response to anemergeny that would far surpass in speed and eÆieny the proedures that are urrently in plae.Emergeny personnel ould be dispathed to the most appropriate areas, available resoures ouldbe tabulated and dispersed, and evauation plans ould be oordinated between agenies muh moreuidly using information systems. These types of disaster relief and risis management informationsystems ould provide lear information using simpli�ed interfaes and syntax to emergeny personnel toompensate for the distration of the risis itself as it redues a responder's ability to retrieve informationdue to an inreased ognitive load (4.3.3). Emergeny preparedness and response. Adversarial situations
(7.11.0). DiÆulty of ommuniation in a risis an be diÆult due to network ongestion.Evauation. Hurrianes, oods, subways, stadia, and �res. What evauation routes will people pik ina risis. Figure 8.37. Appliation of soial modeling (9.5.1)with agents simulations. Crowd dynamis
(5.4.3).Soial media for individuals to ommuniate with eah other and get loal updates. Collaboration inrisis management. Collaboration in risis situations suh triage. Collaboration during emergenies onspae station. Team shema.
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Figure 8.37: Agent-based models for evacuation of Venice (from [?]).

Figure 8.38: Crisis management and emergency response; especially in real time. (check permission)

8.6.5. Citizen Information in a Crisis
Keeping Citizens InformedAd ho ommunities of those a�eted.Informing itizens what's going on.Disaster health information. Dissemination of information from government and oÆials.
Citizen Information Behavior during a CrisisTweets during a risis [?℄. Re-tweets as information di�usion.Crisis information needs.\Situational Small-World" [?℄. Traditional ommunity boundaries shift. Ad ho online ommunitiesspring up.Person �nder following earthquake.

Figure 8.39: Google people finder site following the 2011 Japanese earthquake and tsunami. (check permission)
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8.7. EconomicsWe have look at soial struture, now let us onsider eonomi ativity. Eonomis deals with theprodution, exhange, and alloation of resoures among members of that soiety. The eonomy resultsfrom aggregate deisions made by millions of individuals. The prodution and exhange of goods is afundamental human ativity. The number of resoures is limited.Information is essential for eonomi ativities beause it helps people value what they are buying.Eonomis and minimizing unertainty.Ongoing interation of politis with eonomis. Laws related to eonomis to struture the eonomy.At the soietal level, we are developing a \knowledge eonomy". In suh a framework, servies applyknowledge to provide a bene�t.
8.7.1. Economic SystemsThere are many possible eonomi systems. Relative separation of politial system and eonomisystem. Most modern soieties are based on some ombination of eonomi onstruts suh as property,markets, and apital. Yet, modern soiety also interats with other types of exhange between peopleand groups and those interations need to be better understood.Wealth. Cumulative wealth.Eonomis is not gambling, but analysis of risks and opportunities whih people �nd useful. Ane�etive eonomy an improve living standards for its itizens. Ideally they should failitate the eÆientdistribution of sare resoures. That is, in terms of game theory (3.4.1) it an produe win-win solutions.One of the goals of eonomi poliies an be to �nd suh win-win senarios. For instane, inentivesan be strutured to get people to eÆiently provide good and servies whih other people �nd useful.Eonomi systems an be largely self-organizing but they are also omplex systems and an easily beperturbed. Eonomi ativity an be explained based on psyhologial priniples. We have alreadydisussed ognition and hoie (4.3.4). deision making proesses (3.4.1). While people will pik analternative that provides the ost-bene�t tradeo�. Ideally, transations would be win-win interationsfor both side and the umulation of many suh transations would bene�t all partiipants in a market.
8.7.2. Exchange Systems and Markets

MarketsThe study of eonomis examines the e�ets of di�erent ways of organizing eonomi ativity. One ofthe key onepts is that of a market. People and ompanies often produe goods and servies beyondwhat they need for their own use. They an then exhange those to other people for other neessarygoods. A market brings buyers and sellers together to enable the exhange of goods and servies.It should failitate mathing of supply and demand while using resoures eÆiently. By omparison,eonomis within a family. How ompanies �ll market nihes { industrial organization.A market is eÆient to the extent that it allows both the buyer and seller to optimize goals as muhas possible. Market-based eonomies may be distinguished from \ommand eonomies," in whih thealloation of goods and resoures is at the diretion of the government.An eÆient markets generally make goods available at lower osts. Markets provide ways to optimizethe distribution of resoures. They are based on people being able to projet their resoures (supply)and needs (demand). Thus, information is essential for eÆient markets.Proedures whih maintain the integrity of the markets. Market makers. Orderly market. Regulationsan failitate an orderly market but some types of regulations an impede it. Competition (anti-trustlaws)laws attempt to establish a fair market. For instane, they blok ollusion by partiipants in themarket.Industrial poliy of governments.
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Prices, Supply, and DemandIn eonomi theory, prie is equilibrium point of supply and demand. Prie is the metri around whihthe eonomi system organizes itself. On average, pries will tend to be determined by supply anddemand. In the autumn when a big rop of apples is harvested. the prie of apples normally drops. Ifsmall utuations in a good's prie produe relatively large utuations in the demand for that good,the demand for that good is said to be \elasti"; if hanges in prie do not a�et demand, a good is saidto be inelasti. Similarly, the supply of a good an also be ategorized as elasti or inelasti, dependingon the market's ability to inrease the supply of a good within a �xed period of time. Elasti suppliesan be inreased to meet inreased demand (suh as might be the ase with auto assembly), whileinelasti supplies annot. Managing risk of prie hanges with futures ontrats.Fig. 8.40 shows supply and demand urves. As suggested by these urves, when the prie is high, thesupply will tend to inrease over time. As the prie drops, demand inreases. The prie should be thepoint at whih the two urves ross. However, pries are atually determined by expetations of futuresupply and demand. Beause the future is always diÆult to predit, the pries may not math theatual supply and demand. That an lead to distortions and bubbles.Beause some goods are not onsumed immediately after purhase, the prie for them is set by theexpetation of future value. If we expet that pries will be rising we might purhase early. If we expetthat pries will be falling, we might delay a purhase. Either way, information and predition modelsare helpful.The law of supply and demand is not absolute, For instane, sellers may take advantage of unwarybuyers. But in the long run, the pries will tend to math the supply. Information systems an setpries adaptively. Moreover, eCommere sites may use user history to set pries for eah individual.Furthermore, pries may be adjusted based on knowledge of harateristis of the individual buyer.Dynami priing.Competition keeps pries down by allowing onsumers to diretly ompare pries and produts. Thisalso fores supplies to be eÆient and to develop new features. Transparent information about priesallows onsumers to make better omparisons and prie omparison web sites oupled with soial mediareviews highlight omparisons.
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Figure 8.40: In an efficient market, the price will be the point where the supply matches the demand. (redraw)Inreasingly pries are personalized.
Economic Factors Beyond the MarketGoods may have bene�ts or osts beyond those diretly reeted in the prie. These often have im-pliations for the broader soiety and are alled externalities. Externalities are fators outside of themarket whih may a�et it. One type of externality whih is relevant to networking the number ofpeople onneted by that network. If there were just two telephones in the world, or two omputers ona network, eah of these mahines would be virtually useless. The greater the number of partiipants ina network, the greater the value of that network (Fig. 8.43). This has ome to be known as Metalfe's
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Figure 8.41: If there is a fundamental change in the supply (e.g., a new process is invented to make it easier to
produce more of the product), the whole supply curve will shift (left). Similarly, a change in the demand, say as the
result of marketing, will shift the price up (right). (smaller font)

Figure 8.42: Pricing data for airline seats on a flight from Dallas to Atlanta from the 1990s[50]. More recent techniques
are even more adaptive. (check permission)Law. This is an example of a \network e�et," or a network \positive externality,". This is a kind ofpositive feedbak ( A.10.2) but external to the produt itself but it leads users to fous inreasingly onone brand (Fig. 8.44).
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Figure 8.43: The number of two-way connections in a communications network is (Nsqaured−N)/2 of the number
of participant (N ). When there are two people in the network (left) then there on possible connection. When there
are four people in the network (right) there are 6 possible connections.

Attributes of Goods and ServicesEonomi goods ome in several varieties and these di�erenes a�et the way they an be used and, thus,their value. These attributes help to de�ne how the supply is determined. The value of \perishablegoods" derease with the passage of time. Seats on an airplane annot be sold one the airplanetakes o� (Fig. 8.42). Likewise, information goods suh as news are perishable. There are two generalategories of goods: publi goods and private goods. Private goods have the following harateristis:\exludability," meaning that they an be denied to anyone not willing to pay for them; \rivalry,"meaning that an individual's use redues the overall supply; and \rejetability," meaning that anindividual an rejet the good, if they please. Publi goods, on the other hand, are \non-exludable"and \non-rival," meaning that people annot be prevented from using the goods despite not paying for
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Figure 8.44: A simple causal loop diagram shows positive network effects such that the more people who use a
service, the more valuable it becomes for all of them. Then even more people want to adopt that service. (redraw)them, and that individual usage does not meaningfully redue the overall supply of the good (Fig. 8.45).Information goods (8.13.3). Goods often inorporate a great deal of speialized knowledge.

Excludable Non-excludable

Rival car, Walkman unmanaged fishing rights

Non-Rival movie in a movie theater,
concert in a large hall

lighthouses, national de-
fense, mosquito control

Figure 8.45: Rival and excludable goods: Two dimensions for characterizing how goods may be used[16].Servies produe value without produing physial goods. For instane, eduation is a servie ratherthan a good.
Virtual Economies Virtual worlds (11.10.2). Digital assets. Fig. 8.46. Interation of virtual world andthe physial world. The value of virtual assets in the \real" eonomy. Virtual justie.

Figure 8.46: Virtual economies: Land sales from Second Life. (check permission)

Market Design and Computer-Mediated ExchangesMarkets are frameworks for the exhange of goods. They failitate oordination but require infrastru-ture. They must provide a preditable struture | partiipants must ful�ll their agreements. This anbe designed this requires fostering trust.An ideal market maximizes the transpareny of trades and minimizes the "frition" (i.e., osts andineÆienies) of transations. [33]. A fritionless market would allow the pries more losely reetthe ideal illustrated in the Figure above. However, the notion of a truly fritionless market is animpossible idealization. Indeed, in pratie, there may be major distortions. Potentially, eletronimarkets redued transation osts. Some sort of legal framework is needed. Some regulation seems tobe needed but that needs to be balaned. Natural monopolies. Duoplogy. Market.
Auctions Autions are one way to determine (how high bidder is willing to go). They are similar tobut more more formal mehanism than haggling. Autions an also have an emotional omponent. Asshown in the table below, there are several types of autions. The most ommonly portrayed type ofaution is a \ry-out" English aution. O�ers are typially shouted out and aepted by a fast-speakingautioneer, and the pries are raised until there is only one bidder remaining. This form of autioningreveals information about bidders | what they look like, what was the highest amount they were



336 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13willing to pay, or sometimes even whether they were bidding more out of a sense of ompetition withother bidders than out of a real desire for the autioned item. In these irumstanes, the winner ofan aution sometimes has trouble knowing whether they bid too muh; this is known as the \winner'surse". Some autions do not reveal buyer information and the bidding is done silently.
Type Description or Example

English - Cry Out Buyers call out bids above previous bids. Examples are art auctions and cattle
auctions.

Sealed bid Bids are placed in envelopes. When the envelopes are opened, the highest bid
wins.

Dutch When multiple goods are available, bids specify both a price and quantity. Bids
are filled in descending order until the supply is exhausted.

Reverse Seller drops prices until a buyer agrees to it.

Double Both sellers and buyers adjust prices (e.g., the stock market)Reverse autions and name-your-own-prie. a�etive omponents of ry-out autions.Online aution sites introdue a number of hallenges. They may inlude gamesmanship suh as badmouthing and ballot stuÆng. These may reveal fraud. Automati detetion in fraud may be appliedto aution sites (5.3.4). The pattern of purhases and endorsements may show unusual patterns.Mathing market. Internet arhives.Market signaling is a type of information transmission. One lever appliation of this was the intro-dution of a limited number of roses by the dating web site upid.om. Eah lient is given a limitednumber of roses so sending a rose signals partiular interest.A free rider is somebody who gets advantage from a publi good without having ontributed to it.
Problems with MarketsWhile there is a soial value in prodution and ompetition among businesses. There are, of ourse,problems of markets. The ompetition keeps pries low. However, unontrolled ompetition sometimesleads to the end of ompetition and to orruption of the market. This an rapidly lead to soial damage.Thus, the right inentives must be reated to produe soial bene�ts. This inludes, managing thestability of the system. Transpareny in business �nanes. Exeptions and not following transparentproedures, in other words orruption, hurts the overall eonomy. Avoiding insider trading.Costs need to be aligned with the ativities whih generate them. Costs should be presented transpar-ently to onsumers in order for the onsumer to know how what to prioritize.Competition poliy. Market manipulation. Perverse inentives. Corruption.Markets may degenerate into ollusion and private deals whih an be minimized by eÆient marketregulation. Markets require a stable legal and soial environment. Markets thrive from the free ow ofinformation. Market eÆieny is generally optimized by allowing diret omparison between a numberof alternative goods; this is an eÆient means of setting pries. A farmer with vegetables to sell willgo to the loal market and set prie aording to the quality of the produe, the season, the popularityof what is being sold, and ompetitor's pries for similar vegetables | this is, in e�et, allowing themarket (supply of vegetables, demand, prodution osts, and ompetition) to determine the prie ofgoods. Sometimes, instead of allowing the market to determine the prie of a good, vendors and buyersrely on bargain and negotiation. In many ways, haggling mimis market fores (ompetition, value,need), but invests them diretly in the buyer and seller. Collusion. Markets.
Financial MarketsCapital and stoks. Eletroni markets. Trading based on news analysis (8.13.7).
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Agents, Brokers, and IntermediariesInformation systems failitate the ow of information in markets and, thus, inrease eÆieny. Tradi-tionally, many supply hains have \middlemen" who oordinate the exhange of goods and paymentbetween the produer and the onsumer. These inlude servies suh as travel agents, real estate agents,and stok brokers. Disintermediation. This extra level of ommuniation provides and extra layer ofmarket eÆieny. Travel agents traditionally mathed a ustomer's travel interests with the availableplane, train, and bus shedules. Muh of that is now being done by the onsumers themselves over theinternet. Beause it does not inlude any middlemen, this e�et of information systems is known as\disintermediation".Making eletroni markets. Cyber-intermediaries. Remote retail (8.12.5). Aution sites. GLG. Sellingapps. Customer aggregators.The Internet allows appliation of human e�ort to tasks that are otherwise diÆult. Human mediatedinternet tasks (Fig. 8.47). Another example of soial omputing and rowd-souring. Mehanial Turkfor question answering by billing. Geographially distributed problems like the Red Balloon hallenge.Reursive motivation mediated through soial media. Coordinate individuals to ontribute.
Figure 8.47: The Mechanical Turk was actually manipulated by a human being hidden in the case. There is an
analogous service which support a human-mediated Internet task completion. (check permission)Clikworker. Brokers and agents.

8.7.3. MoneyOriginally, people exhanged goods by bartering | one farmer might exhange a pig for anotherfarmer's orn. Eventually, people began to exhange \money" rather than goods. Money is generalizedrepresentation of work and resoures. Originally, money had a tangible value: A gold oin was worth aertain amount based on the amount of gold that it ontained. An intermediary step in the evolutionof money ame about when the money itself no longer possessed any intrinsi value, but was worth a�xed amount if exhanged; U.S. paper dollars used to be exhangeable for a dollar's worth of gold orsilver, and the U.S. Treasury was theoretially unable to print more money than was baked up by goldin its o�ers. Now, however, money is not valuable in itself, it is merely a representation. People aeptmoney beause they have on�dene in being able to exhange it for goods or servies. Money is moreexible barter, and thus is better for failitating exhange. Today, money has beome eletroni. As itbeomes more virtual, it inreasingly { though still imperfetly { represents work in soiety that othersare willing to pay for. Pries set in a ommon urreny establishes an equivalene of value for manytypes of goods and ultimately, the money must be baked by goods and servies. In short, money is arepresentation system.Converting reognition and other resoures into money is termed monetization.
Electronic MoneyThe management of eletroni money provides a distint set of tradeo�s for information system designompared to other types of ontent. Any eletroni system for managing money must maintain stritontrol over the seurity of that money. Just as banks used safes and steel bars to protet ash, soto must eletroni �nanial and information systems use seurity measures to protet \digital money".



338 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13People's trust in eletroni money servies is important beause the adoption of information systemsby the �nanial industry has driven down their osts onsiderably. Soial onventions assoiated withmoney. Seurity (7.10.3) and attaks on the �nane system.Inreasingly, even ash transations are being implemented with digital implementations suh as Digi-Cash (Fig. 8.48).
Alternative Currency and Virtual Currency Bitoin.Moreover, we inreasingly have alternates to ash suh as frequent ier miles, as ompetition forgovernment-issued urreny.
Addressable Money Addressable money.
Micro-banking and Micro-payments Miro-banking.Miro-payments ould be an alternative to advertising or subsriptions for funding low-ost internetservies. Moving funds from a heking aount. Mobile payments.
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1. Customer requests a token from the bank.

2. Bank transmits bound token to the customer.
3. Remove binding to obtain signed token.
4. Customer requests merchandise and sends token.

5. Merchant verifies token with bank.
6. Merchant deposits token.
7. Bank confirms deposit of token.
8. Merchant transmits item and receipt to customer.

Figure 8.48: A collaboration diagram for the DigiCash model. A token, which has been approved for a fixed value,
is obtained by the customer from a bank. It is then passed to the merchant who can “deposit” it back to the bank
[41]. (check permission)How PayPal works.FiveCredit Card TransationsBitcoin

Accounting, Financial Records, and Financial InstitutionsDetailed reords for apital. Double-entry book-keeping. Cost aounting. Return on investment(ROI). Finanial reords (5.3.4). Aounting praties as a soial ativity. Transation proessing.The monetary system allows the ebb and ow of money aross the eonomy. Finanial institutions.
8.7.4. MacroeconomicsIt is ommon to distinguish between miroeonomis and maroeonomis. Maroeonomis onernsthe behavior of the entire eonomy while miroeonomis (8.8.3) onsiders the way individuals makeeonomi deisions. The eonomy is intertwined with other parts of soiety. This is an example ofa highly non-linear omplex system. Some omplex non-linear systems are stable within a range ofonditions but most suh systems, suh as the eonomy, beome unstable as onditions hange. Thesesystems often beome unstable and haoti ( A.10.2).While many fators need to be balaned, many fators a�et the essentials of a healthy eonomy suhas the rate of savings and investment in new business.Interplay of large �nanial institutions suh as banks and large ompanies.The eonomy undergoes utuations, periods of growth followed by periods of stagnation and reessionwhih are olletively referred to as the business yle (Fig. 8.50). Complex systems often develop
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Figure 8.49: The macro-economy is a particularly complex adaptive system. A small example of an equilibriummodel
for components of the economy. The entire economy is more complex and includes many non-linear components.
Even in this relatively simple example there are many possible complex interactions. For instance, creating a new
agency or new law may change the flow. (check permission)osillations when something hanges in their environment. During the growth phase solid investmentsare inreasingly diÆult to �nd and eventually they ollapse. This is typial of omplex systems. Anexample of downswing the business yle is the dot-om boom of the nineteen-nineties and the reessionthat followed it. In the extreme, these are bubbles. Knowledge eonomy (8.13.2).

Figure 8.50: This chart shows This type of oscillation is typical, indeed it probably inevitable, for complex non-linear
systems.

Monetary SystemMany large e�ets in the eonomy are easy to predit. However, the details are often ompliated andattempts to manage the eonomy often has unintended onsequenes. Nonetheless, to attempts aremade to model eonomy. Input-output models desribe the interation of many omponents in theeonomy. On one hand, models are very helpful to even begin to understand the interplay of omplexeonomi fators (Fig. 8.49). On the other hand, these models are rarely entirely aurate and an beseriously wrong beause there are so many non-linear interations. Changes in the prie of gasolinea�et many aspets of the eonomy in unexpeted ways. A model of how the omponents of theeonomy �t together an be helpful to prediting the e�ets of hanges in the prie of gasoline.
8.8. Economic ActivityRestruturing the eonomy.
8.8.1. ProductivitySuppose a raftsperson builds a hair by hand and that normally takes four weeks. If the arpentergets a new set of eletri tools they may be able to build the hair in one week. Assuming the qualitydoesn't hange, the eletri tools improve produtivity. If people work more eÆiently and their output



340 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13inreases, then produtivity should rise. If we give workers aross the workfore improved tools, thenmore goods an be produed for people to use and the entire eonomy is more eÆient. Information analso improve produtivity by making workers more eÆient. Corporate produtivity. The relationshipbetween IT and produtivity is omplex. it seems that IT inreases output but not ROI. Inreasingprodutivity an also have an e�et on unemployment.
8.8.2. Technology and EconomicsThe laws of supply and demand are pervasive in a market-driven soiety, extending to and drivingtehnologial innovation (9.4.4, 9.4.0). Moore's Law, whih states that the data density of a omputerhip doubles every 18 months (1.5.2), demonstrates how publi demand for ever more omputing powere�etively drives innovators to ome up with ways to supply it. This innovation has maintained aninreasing supply of omputing power (keeping supply elasti), thereby allowing its osts to drop (keep-ing its prie elasti), but there may be limits to this trend if physial onstraints prevent the reationof omputer hips with greater data density. Disruptive tehnologies.An organization needs both soial and tehnial omponents. The relationship between soiety andtehnology within an organization is like that same relationship within soiety as a whole. Thesesystems whih inlude ontributions of both soial and tehnial aspets are known as \soio-tehnial".
[19] (8.8.2).

Productivity and TechnologyIn itself tehnology-based produtivity seems like a good thing. The result is that there are more goodsto go around. Eq. 8.1 shows the standard method for alulating produtivity aross the entire eonomy;it is the ratio of the Gross Domesti Produt (GDP) divided by the number of hours worked. Thisis generally reasonable, but there are several diÆulties with this de�nition. Many servie ativities,suh as teahing and housework, are not well reeted as ontributing to produtivity. Indeed, muhknowledge work is diÆult to measure and may not be reeted very well. Personal produtivity.
Productivity =

Gross Domestic Product (GDP )

Total Hours Worked
(8.1)Tehnology allows workers to produe more for the same amount of labor. Industrialization and teh-nologial advanement had a profound e�et on produtivity throughout the 19th and 20th enturies.This enrihes soiety sine there is more overall wealth. Failitating prodution and tehnologialdevelopment. How muh of the surge of produtivity was due to the Web?

Figure 8.51: Productivity rates in the U.S economy from 1870 to the present.

Productivity and EmploymentMixed results.Eduation level of workfore.E�ets of robotis on employment.Tehnology and white ollar employment.
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8.8.3. Microeconomics, Incentives, and Behavioral Econom icsMiroeonomis onerns how individuals make eonomi deisions. Muh of this is based on theeonomi deisions of individuals. We have already disussed many aspets of miroeonomis suh asproesses for hoie (4.3.4) and general priniples of human ognition (4.3.0). Organizational behaviorand supply-demand urves. Determining value and utility. Ultimately, some values are based onfundamental biologial needs suh as health, food, and family (4.6.3). Inentives. Inentives need to bemathed to objetives.Behavioral eonomis. Eonomi deisions in everyday life.A further dimension of tasks is the inentive. We do some things to diretly satisfy biologial needs.Some other things people do seem to aomplish these goals indiretly. Managing inentives e�etively.Inentive-entered design an inlude the eÆient use of information. Dissonane and large inentives.Eonomi mehanism design theory extends game theory analysis.Eonomis and everyday deisions. To a surprising extent, understanding the true ontingenies ina situation seems to a�et the many everyday deisions people make. Thus, these deisions reeteonomi hoies [4]. Everyday information seeking. Designing inentives.
The economics of drug dealing, includes the surprisingly low earnings and abject working conditions of
crack cocaine dealers.

Figure 8.52: Even illegal activity seems to follow economic principles[4]. (validate quote)

The Notion of Economic RationalityIf it's old outside, we would think it is rational to wear a sweater or jaket. If you had an abnormalmedial test, you wold say it is rational to get a follow up hek-up. Or, if someone hasn't eaten allday, it would be rational for them to look for food. Suppose you ould earn either $10 or $20 for thesame task. Presumably, you would take the $20. Indeed, we would say that's the rational thing todo. Similarly, we all tend to prefer hoies whih take less physial or ognitive e�ort and whih givegreater rewards.In eonomis, a rational deision is one whih meets your needs. However, this de�nition depends on aperson's understanding of what their needs are. While people mostly fous on meing their own needs,some ations are learly altruisti. Moreover, a person many not learly understand what is in his/herself interest. Sometimes emotion may loud hoies, but the model would suggest that rational hoieare made without a�et.Thus, eonomis does not laim that people are always rational. Rather, it attempts to desribe thenature of interation when they do behave rationally.Indeed, a person might think hard about how to aomplish a goal with less work. That is, they mightbe provide you with reasons for their ations to aomplish their goal. This is not to say that everydeision is optimal or fully rational [70]. Rather, the eonomis would laim that deisions will tend tobe rational.People an't know everything about the impliations of hoies they make, that is their rationality isbounded by their knowledge[71]. The wide availability of information broadens the information on whihdeisions an be made. Another possible explanation for seemingly irrational behavior is that a personmay not have suÆient ognitive resoures to determine the optimal response (4.3.3). Psyhologialproesses and rationality (4.3.4).There are examples of altruism and there is an evolutionary advantage for altruism ( A.12.2). Thatis people may sometimes forego narrow self-interest for the soial good, but this is fairly unusual.Similarly, people at seemingly irrationally. They show emotion or simply do not know all the relevantinformation about a given problem. Nonetheless, people tend to be risk averse. Expeted utility.



342 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13Prospet Theory [15] addresses the problem that people are not able to make good estimates of payo�and utility.Law of unintended onsequenes.Rationalization. To provide reasons for an ation whih would explain why it is rational. In some ases,these explanations an beome ausal stories and may or many atually be rational.Rational hoie theory. vs. \Pratie" (Bourdieu) [?℄.
8.8.4. Economics and Information PolicyIntelletual property (8.2.0). E�ets of Teleommuniations At of 1934 [?℄. Open aess publiations.Net neutrality. Businesses and IP (8.13.3). Most soial poliy questions have an eonomi omponent:patents, opyright, information management.
8.8.5. Controlling and Managing Complex SystemsInfrastruture studies. Information intrastruture (1.5.3). Soial infrastruture. Government.Supply hain (8.12.1). Operations researh. Epidemiology. Climate.

Instabilities and DisruptionsMany interesting phenomena are omplex adaptive systems. Complex systems are suseptible to dis-ontinuties (1.3.2). E�ets of trying to manipulate the eonomy. Changing one thing exessively oftenhas broader onsequenes. Finanial rash.
8.9. Information, Globalization, and DevelopmentFreedom of information. Politial reform. Arab Spring. Alternatives to low information environments.While many parts of the world are now highly interonneted by ommuniations, many others are not.
8.9.1. Information and Communication Technology for Devel opment (ICTD)There are many appliations ranging from health and agriulture. For instane, farmers in remote areasan �nd more about pries in regional market enters. Using GIS data for development. Collaborativesupport for low resoure environments. Often simple solutions work well.Wireless Hypothesis. Priority in ommuniation infrastruture. How important is tehnology omparedto other human needs. (Fig. 8.53.) One-laptop per hild.

Figure 8.53: The Wireless hypothesis proposes that development can be spurred by simply jumping to wireless
systems. (ICTD) Here a set of rural health clinics in a developing country are connected by a wireless network
because the landlines are unreliable. Here is a clinic in which some of the medical diagnosis is done remotely.
(check permission)Ultimately, the greatest gain may be in harnessing tehology for eÆient prodution.
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8.9.2. A Flat World?Information systems and hanges in transportation are reating a \at" world for interation betweennations.. The role of the nation state in a globalized world is minimized. As ommuniation tehnologybeomes improves, ompanies are seeking to maximize their pro�t by loating various elements of theirbusiness in di�erent loations around the world, whih may o�er lower wage standards, fewer orporatetaxes, and looser environmental regulations. This trend is ommonly referred to as outsouring.The at world also has many impliations: English as a ommon language and globalization of Worldmusi. The expansion of the market-state to inreased terrorist organizations [38] ((se:netwar))and theglobalization of riminal ativity.As noted earlier, information tehnology has reated outsouring [14]. In the global eonomy, this hasbeome o�shoring. Outsouring an have positive e�ets for both in the ountry from where the jobswere shipped, and in the reeiving ountry. Lower ompany operating osts generally translate intolower onsumer osts for the people who buy the ompany's produts, whih means that people havemore money to spend in other eonomi setors, leading to inreased growth, and an inrease in thenumber of jobs. Also, if a ompany is able to lower their prodution osts and their produt priesand thereby inrease their sales, they will experiene growth that will neessitate the reation of more(and often better jobs), whih are often sta�ed in the original ountry. The ountry that reeives thesejobs will often �nd that the wages o�ered are higher than those of loal industry, reating demandfor more jobs of this type. This, in turn, often enourages politial stability, leading to more higherpaying jobs being loated there, and raising the standard of living. Near-shoring. While there areertainly eonomi advantages to outsouring | no ompanies would be doing it, otherwise | thereare sometimes oordination diÆulties and hidden osts. These an range from the mundane (di�erentountries use di�erent units of measure) to the extreme (some ountries are not politially stable,. anda ompany an �nd itself in a ountry with a ollapsed government).Innovation (8.14.0).
8.10. Managing InfrastructureCities.
8.11. Management and Business Procedures
8.11.1. ManagementManagement is optimizing the optimal use of resoures. How should the organization be run to a-omplish its goals. Management should makes the e�etive alloation of resoures to goals.Management keeps an organization aligned with its goals. There are many fators to juggle. Bothpeople and proesses. Failitating proesses with management. Task and projet direted.Managers make deisions regarding strategy and diretion, strive to implement an organization's orephilosophies, and organize and fous workers. Management is di�erent than administration; adminis-tration simply arries out an organization's regulations, while management determines them. Within alarge and omplex organization, many elements at di�erent levels need managing (Fig. 8.54). Routinemanagement and exibility. Learning and adaptation. Management and bureauray. Managers dealwith sheduling, planning, and broken plans. E�etive management an mean the di�erene betweena growing ompany and a failing one. Ideally, management would be lear, diret, and informed. Inthis regard, information systems are integral to all areas of management, from strategi planning today-to-day oversight. Organizational leaders should work to spread a ommon or shared understand-ing among members of the organization, and work to build a onsensus on the deisions to be made.Dealing with poliy and planning.Management as oordination. Managers are intensive users of information. Management informa-tion systems (MIS) (7.3.2). Management an try to a�et outputs, behavior, and ulture. Senariodevelopment as part of management. Management teams and building onsensus. Coordination (3.5.3).
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Strategic Management Aligning activities with long-range plans and policies.
Planning Determining long-range directions.
Front-line Management Aligning daily activities with specific plans. A particular issue is project management.
Administration Implementing routine procedures.

Figure 8.54: Some types of management activities.Businesses, organizations, and the tehnologies that are used to manage them have hanged onsider-ably over the past deade. Nihe oriented knowledge-intensive industries have enlarged their presenein the market. Not surprisingly, there has been a proliferation of small �rms to ondut business. Infor-mation systems have failitated this shift beause they allow people to work more eÆiently. Membersof an organization or business an ome together on a partiular task and work more eÆiently bypooling or alloating resoures and knowledge. Information systems that failitate interation amongdi�erent omponents of an organization allow the formation of projet-spei� dynami work groupswithin organizations. However, these ad ho allianes are exible enough to allow resoures and re-sponsibilities to be alloated to individuals very quikly. This adaptability and organizational learninghelps organizations to operate in dynami environments (7.3.4). This an be failitated by Web Servieswhih allow organizations to obtain just the information servies they need.
Managing People

Management StyleThe management style an organization adopts should be appropriate to the task(s) it needs to a-omplish. The lassial hierarhial struture (5.7.0) is still the most ommon management style. It isstable, is quite suited to many industries, and it allows for lear and diret ontrol. Some industriesor tasks, however, are dynami and hanging, their requirements do not �t neatly into a department,and are time sensitive. Organizational struture (5.7.1). These types of tasks ould bene�t from anothermanagement approah known as \matrix management" (Fig. 8.55). There are, e�etively, two linesof management. This allows people to move in and out of a projet aording to stage and demand,and enourages the sharing of information aross typial task boundaries. This style is most e�etivewhen there are several di�erent types, ategories, or stages of deisions to be made or tasks to beaomplished. In most ases, setting a positive and onstrutive tone is most e�etive but in a fewases intimidation many work.
Location

Asia N.America Africa Europe S.America

Design
Function Marketing

Engineering
Production

Figure 8.55: Matrix management controls organizational activities from two dimensions. In this case, management
is by function and location.Management is not just a set of individual deisions, but should support a onsistent set of strategies.The strategies themselves are often determined by \upper management" to maximize the opportunitiesof an organization. Management, overall, attempts to build an organizational struture. This strutureshould represent the ativities of the organization as a ommunity of pratie. That is, the organizationis omposed of individuals who are pratied at aomplishing partiular types of tasks using partiulartools, knowledge, and tehniques that are inherent to this ommunity. Management strutures andtehniques should seek to utilize this latent knowledge to the organization's bene�t, and not subvertthe knowledge of its members. Knowledge suh as this is generally hidden in the minds of the membersof a professional ommunity, but an be made visible by involving them in all stages of task ompletion.This is partiularly true when utilizing deision support systems (3.4.2), whih are more useful with more
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Business Rules and ProceduresBusiness rules are poliies and proedures for running a business or organization. They an be found inoperational information systems as formalized rule on�gurations. Fig. 8.56 shows some examples; theyan determine, for instane, how data is entered into a database whih helps to ensure the integrity ofthe database (3.9.2). Rules for the alloation of business travel allowanes are an example of businesspoliies. These are the also types of proedures whih should be aptured by reords managementsystems (7.4.1). Finanial reords. Business proess engineering (8.11.2).

Each ordered item line corresponds to one inventory type, and each inventory type can be referenced by
one or many order item lines.

An item may be placed into use upon its arrival or it may be stored. An item may not be stored at all.
Some items such as printer cartridges, are part of a generic grouping and may be stored in more than
one location. Therefore, some items may be stored in zero, one, or more locations. Each location may
store zero, one, or many items.

Figure 8.56: Business rules may define policies for inclusion of entries in a database. (check permission)Business ativities.
8.11.2. Organizational Structure and ProcessesInformation and organizations are intertwined. Even organizations not typially onsidered to beinformation-based are, in fat. heavily dependent on it; for instane, the expertise neessary to run asteel mill and the data to tune eÆient prodution are as integral to the mill and the materials used.Why do we form organizations? Theory of the �rm. Proess and resoure based models of the �rm.Industrial organization in relation to markets. Objet-oriented design (3.9.3). Preservation of workows
(8.11.2, 7.4.1).Information systems may have a profound e�et on organizational struture. Traditional business isalso feeling the pressure to evolve, and many businesses and even individual positions may have to\re-engineer" themselves to stay ompetitive [51].The eonomi onsequenes of the development and improvement of information systems is hard toignore. These systems have allowed organizations to streamline prodution proesses, ull knowledgeand information from various soures faster and with almost no overhead, and redued almost tozero many of the osts that were long thought to be unavoidable, suh as oÆe rent. Indeed, manyorganizations have beome virtual, with no entralized business headquarters and employees who haveminimal, if any, physial interation with eah other. Organizational struture determines not justinformation ow, but also deision making and ontrol. There may be formal struture or informalstrutures.Arranging inentives within a business.Enterprise ontent management (7.3.6). Organizing business information [80].Information eology and ommuniation genres for business ommuniation.Business are information intensive.Operations: sales forwastControl: Budget ontrolPlanning: shop-oor sheduling.Struturing a business around a database and data that an be olleted.
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Figure 8.57: Corporate communication and intranets.

Core Competencies of a BusinessTo re-engineer organizations, there has been an inrease in funtional speialization in ompanies, withone result being the tendeny of organizations to fous on \ore ompetenies". \Core ompetenies"are the primary, or fundamental servies that the organization exists to provide. This often meansthe elimination of superuous operating elements; many non-primary or supporting funtions are out-soured to independent ompanies that speialize in providing partiular servies. Fig. 8.58 shows howthe basi struture of an organization might be divided into ompetenies. If the organization is restru-tured, it an then fous on its \ore" ompetenies. Beause information systems allow organizationsto be deentralized, these virtual organizations an have a minimal struture. The detailed struturemay be determined with objet-oriented design (3.9.3). But, there is also more external information.These are soio-tehnial systems beause they depend on both tehnology and soial information.Management of virtual organizations. This often means management of projet teams. Use of onlineresoures and use of open soure produts to avoid lok-in with spei� vendors. Flexibility in the faeof disruptive tehnologies.Resoure maximization '
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Figure 8.58: Information systems contribute to the fragmentation of monolithic organizations. The core business
activities (inside the box) might be kept and the remainder outsourced.When two organizations need to work together these issues and onsiderations an be diÆult. Theintrodution of tehnology is not solely a tehnologial endeavor; it is groups of people who will be usingit, and every group is unique in the way that it will approah and adopt tehnologial hange. Thisphenomenon is best explained by \adaptive struturation theory," whih is an extension of basi stru-turation theory and illustrates the idea that tehnology and the groups that utilize it are onstantlyand systematially hanging due to their reiproal interations [45]. There are often oordination diÆ-ulties between the established proesses of the individual organizations. Through adversity, however,innovation is often born; a merger an be seen as an opportunity to re-engineer two organizations atone, and introdue a new information system tehnology on a relatively blank slate. These fators are
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Organizational Process Engineering and Re-EngineeringRather than fousing on organizational struture, it's often helpful to emphasize proesses. For instane,this an be helpful in developing and re-designing organizations. This may inlude the following steps:(a) Analyzing existing proesses. (b) Determining what ould be improved and () propose and im-plement how to do that. Requirements spei�ation (7.9.1). Requirements models whih inlude goals.Objet-orented design (3.9.3). Dependeny graph (Fig 8.59). Optimize quality by managing proesses.From re-engineering proesses to re-engineering the orporation.

Figure 8.59: Dependency graph (from[46]). Diagramming the flows can facilitate organizationalengineering. (redraw)
(check permission)Introduing an updated information system into an existing organization may require re-engineer pro-esses to optimize workow. This is often assoiated with the introdution of information systems.They may bene�t from system analysis (8.11.0) and spei�ation of ativities. At the \front end" ofthis re-design, information an be targeted to the individuals who are responsible for it without havingto be assigned down the line through management. As the traditional management ontrol struturesbeome unwieldy, knowledge management systems beome more inuential in aiding deisions suh asthese (7.3.1). Tehnology, suh as knowledge management systems, an also help with the doumentationand enforement of business poliies. Capturing tait organizational knowledge (7.3.4). Group thinkingby managers in determining business proess engineering an failitate aeptane of those models.Eah ompany must �nd the way to operate within the various strutures that are made possible byinformation systems. An organization's partiular business strategy must be onsidered when attempt-ing to integrate an information system. Introduing a omplex automated phone tree does not makesense if a ompany's strategy is to maximize its relationships with ustomers. Workow. Coordina-tion Theory (3.5.3). There are often inonsistenies of organizational proesses. Business environmentshange rapidly. Business proess mapping. This may use UML ativity diagrams (3.10.2).

Management for QualityPoor quality produts an be very ostly. It is generally better to prevent bugs and failures than to �xthem later. These fators are aknowledged to result in more eÆient and apable workows. Capabil-ity Maturity Model Integration (CMMI), rates organizations on their ability to manage and ompletelarge software development projets. The rating system utilizes a sale of one-to-�ve, indiating thelevel of an organization's proedural development. The CMMI indiates that the ideal organization isadaptable to unique and varying situations and requirements. As suh, ertain prodution and qualityontrol approahes, suh as TQM (Total Quality Management), an be overly rigid. Information sys-tem utilization and management of post-prodution information an greatly enhane an organization'sability to not only antiipate and adapt to new situations, but also to do so in a way that ensures ahigh level of produt quality.
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8.11.3. Projects, Project Teams, and Project ManagementManagement of spei� ativities towards a spei� goal. Coordination theory (3.5.3). Flexible organiza-tions are often strutured around projets. Beyond simple meetings there is a spetrum of inreasinglystrutured oordinated group ativity [8]. In the extreme, the organization an be refoused aroundprojets. Projets are time limited and goal oriented and often ross organizational boundaries. Hav-ing a set of people dediated to seeing the projet through from start to �nish ensures that they do notbeome mired between groups or departments. Projets are diÆult to manage beause eah projet isrelatively unique, although many of the same skills are utilized. Projet management an be failitatedby objet-oriented design (3.9.3) beause the expeted tasks are learly spei�ed. Organizing workloadsinto projets allows an organization to be adaptive, and to plan, shedule, and ontrol organizationalativities to reah a goal. Quikly and aurately assess a situation as well as the risks and opportu-nities it presents. Fitting onstraints and a budget. That said, a projet plan should often be exibleand adaptive. Projet management as managing dependenies. Coordination (3.5.3) in management.Projet libraries.Composing the team with individuals of di�erent skills. Every individual on the team has roles,responsibilities, and tasks that need to be aomplished for the team as a whole to sueed. There maybe more than one team and projet going on at the same time; oordination and ommuniation arossprojets and projet teams an ensure that all available knowledge is being utilized, and no e�orts arewasted.Centralized ontrol of all projets happening at one time an be useful when there are a lot of omplexativities that need to be oordinated. Multiple projet managers, eah responsible for their own team,will all report to one projet leader. This is often the ase for large, omplex projets, where multipleteams may work on small portions of a large projet whose stages need to be ompleted at the sametime. Coordinated information is essential to the eÆieny of these tasks, and information systemsplay a large role in the management of these types of projets. Indeed, information systems themselvesare generally developed in this way.Centralized deision making and entralized information proessing depends reahing one orret re-sponse. Di�erent perspetives and approahes may allow alternate solutions.Judging the risk of various alternatives. These evaluations bene�t from good information and there isa substantial risk the result of not having aurate information.Projet managers are responsible for maintaining ontinuous parallel streams of ativity at all timesto ensure maximum eÆieny. A projet manager may have to manage multiple, often onitingshedules, balane and determine osts, and set and push for the ompletion of goals[12]. Even modelingthese ativities an be diÆult. Proesses and methods for doing this do exist, however, and should bein plae before a projet begins. Proess doumentation.Collaboration in large-sale projets (Fig. 8.60). Collaborative projet management tools.
Figure 8.60: Large scale project management is needed in complex projects such as the construction of the Oresund
bridge [?].



8.11. Management and Business Procedures 349For managing spei� ativities that need to be aomplished. Another method involves Pert harts,whih are a ommon tool for task sheduling (Fig. 8.61). Pert harts are useful for modeling proessesthat have a de�nite order of operations, suh as when one stage annot be started until previous stageshave been ompleted.

Figure 8.61: PERT chart for cooking dinner. These are they same tasks as shown in the Gantt chart above.Individuals often have disretion about their work environments and develop strategies for organizingtheir work. Learning about the organization or work through apprentieships.From task models to workow[78]. Workow shows tasks to be ompleted. The Gantt hart (Fig. 8.62),shows parallel timelines or proesses. This atually implements a simple workow system ((se:workow1)).
Figure 8.62: Gantt chart with a simplified set of steps required to cook dinner.Operations researh supporting logistis (8.12.1).The ritial path [2] is path through the tasks that will take the longest time. Thus it is partiularlyimportant for the projet manager to keep those ativities on shedule. For eah stage of the ritialpath, a ompletion-time range for eah task and sub-task an be determined. Given at least some prob-able dates within a projet's shedule, the \slak" (Eq. 8.2) an be used to extrapolate the remainingtimes. The shedule an be further enhaned by onsidering the probability of ompleting eah stageaording to the shedule. Given that information, the shedule an be modi�ed to onsider the ostsof di�erent sheduling options.

slack = (earliest start time) − (latest start time) (8.2)When sheduling a projet, plans should be as adaptive and exible as possible. It may rain, themail ould be lost, the boss ould get sik; despite detailed planning the unexpeted will our, andshedules need to be revised. Chane and the unexpeted are the perpetual thorns in the side of strategiplanning [63]. Contingeny proedures and plans should be developed and put in plae. Obviously, not



350 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13all irumstanes an be foreseen, but with pre-developed fall-bak plans, knowledge redundany, andadaptive management systems, proedures and shedules adapt to almost any situation. Assessmentof risks (7.10.3) for the ompletion of a projet and management of those risks is a ritial skill for theprojet manager. Workows and management.
StandardsStandards set uniform pratie. Standards allow oordination between ompanies and organizations.Information systems are full of standards ranging from formats suh as HTML, to protools suh asTCP/IP, to hardware suh as standard plugs.These standards are so pervasive that they are barely notied but they do have pros and ons. Theyallow omplex ativities to be ompleted eÆiently and safely and they support interoperability.Standards are often set be the organizations whih are likely to employ them. In many ases, this workswell. However, it is also possible there they may be developed to limit ompetition from membersoutside the group.Areditation. Model urriula.

8.11.4. Business ModelsEÆieny of prodution. Businesses are ommerial organizations whih emphasize prodution. Earlier,we foused on information in organizations. Here, we onsider management, prodution, and ommere,and how information interats with them. Eah of them has distint needs for information management.One of the major diÆulties is simultaneously handling omplexity eÆiently and being adaptive tonew onditions. Produe things whih people want. Free as a business model.Any organization needs to determine its strategy for managing it resoures. This strategy is known asa \business model". A business model should not be onfused with an organization's miro-strategiesrelating to spei� produts or servies | a business model is a grand plan, outlining broad oneptsand methods. There is no \one size �ts all" business model; various models are appropriate for di�erentproduts, markets, regulations, and eonomi limates. Every sound strategy takes into onsiderationthe nature of the entity at hand, its strengths and weaknesses, and the ompetition that faes it (andtheir strengths and weaknesses). The business model inludes the way in whih the proeeds from theompany an sustain the proess.
Type Description

Advertising Draw attention and deliver messages about other products.
Brokerage Facilitate transactions for a fee.
Infomediary Collect and organize information of value to others.
Manufacturer (Direct) Make products.
Merchant Provide products in a convenient environment for the consumer.
Subscription Pay for regularly delivered materials.
Utility Provide services at a fixed cost.

Figure 8.63: Some broad categories of business models[3]. (check permission)Companies are a spei� type of legal entity. Generally, they are organized with by-laws.Business models help in determining an organization's growth and revenue potentials. These twofators are related, and hanges in one will have an e�et on the other. Growth potentials indiate howlarge a ompany an expet to grow given its produt or servie and the market in whih it operates.Growth potentials an hange, however, and the initial projetion an be inuened by fators suh aseonomi or tehnologial developments and the utuating ost of the produt itself. Revenue is thegross amount of money that an organization takes in, without onsidering operating osts. Revenuepotential is the projeted amount of money that an organization will take in, based on its growthpotential, the ost of its produts or servies, and other fators. An organization's atual growth and



8.12. Functional Units of Businesses and their Use of Information 351revenue an be muh di�erent than its projeted growth and revenue | hanges in management, theeonomy, and tehnology an all a�et the numbers. It is typially the atual growth and revenue thatinvestors look at when deiding whether or not an organization is sound (Fig. 8.64).
Revenues

Low High

High Question Marks Star
Growth Low Dog Cash Cow

Figure 8.64: Given revenue and growth prospects a company will usually prefer a business with high revenue and
high growth[31].Mission statement to artiulate the goals of the organization.Senior management team. CIO, CTO, COO, CEO.Handling rises.The business model is implemented by the alloation of orporate resoures. Thus, there needs to bea �nanial model. Finanial models help to predit the future. IT investment in businesses.

8.11.5. Social Infrastructure of BusinessesE�etive business depends on a stable monetary system, legal system, eduation system, and trainedprofessionals. Eonomis (8.7.0). Trained workfore. Stability. System of reord keeping.
Legal System: Enforceable ContractsA ontrat is a binding ommitment to ation based on o�er and aeptane between two or moreparties. Contrats require a mutual exhange. Simple example of a ontrat. Suh as \If you bring mea sandwih for lunh for a month, I will pay you $100."Software agents may be designed to enter into ontrats.Promises. Deonti logi. Ontologial design for ommitments.Disputes may arise when one party honor the details of the ontrat before the other party must honortheirs; after the �rst party reeives what they want, what prevents them from reneging on their portionof the deal? In situations suh as this, when a transation requires the exhange of funds but theparties do not trust eah other, a third party may be required to transfer the funds i.e., in \esrow"(Fig. 8.65). While esrow aounts have existed for a long time in traditional business models, therewas no system apable of handling these types of demands over the internet. It was neessary for thegrowth of eommere and the ontinued viability of the Web to develop a system whereby individualsould seurely enter into un-trusting transations. Contats and ommitment. Contratual drafting.Contrat should speify expliit ations required of both sides. it should fous on those ations.Legal aspets of orporations.�
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1. Buyer requests information about products.
2. Seller provides information.
3. Buyer deposits funds with a third part (escrow agent).
4. Seller transfers product to buyer.
5. Third party moves funds to seller.

Figure 8.65: Escrow facilitates trust in online transactions where either the buyer or seller may not have enough of
a reputation to be trusted.
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8.12. Functional Units of Businesses and their Use of Inform ationKnowledge management (7.3.1). Struturing organizations and roles. Danger of silos (7.3.6). Althoughthere are many types and strutures of businesses, they an be deomposed into funtional units suhas manufaturing, retail, and engineering. Administration. Finanial reords. Personnel.Business ativities. Business servies. Capturing those. Reords management (7.4.1). Organizationsuse information in oordinating the interation of all these omponents. Traditional omponents ofbusiness: Finane, Tehnology, Marketing.
Figure 8.66: Business activity model[61]. (check permission) (redraw)Struturing businesses to take advantage of information. Redesigning the business to take advantageof reord keeping apabilities, ustomer interation, automated inventory and ful�llment, and metrisfor performane.

Business Classification SystemsSystems of taxonomies, suh as the North Amerian Industry Classi�ation System (NAICS).
8.12.1. Manufacturing, Production, and ServicesCompare to business based on servies. There are several possible on�gurations for prodution a-tivities. Manufaturing vs knowledge organizations. Henry Ford developed sequential prodution in1913. This manufaturing design proess uses sequential steps to rapidly onstrut a produt, and for75 years it has been the industry standard. However, due to hanges in the marketplae, onsumerdemands, and prodution times, a suessful ompany an typially no longer support sequential pro-dution tehniques. Reently, there has been a push to develop more eÆient and exible proesses.Integrated prodution, or onurrent engineering, has emerged as that eÆient model. The model anbe a uni�ed vision inorporating onept, design, prodution, marketing, sales and maintenane, amongothers. Manufaturing learning urves redue osts along with eonomies of sale. Business modelsfor knowledge and information based organizations (8.13.8). PLM: produt lifestyle management.EÆenies in fators from information systems. Automated naufaturing with robotis.New models of manufaturing with distributed printers. Distributed manufaturing. This an be basedon personalized designs for mass individualization suh as with 3-D printers (8.12.1).

Managing the Flow of Material: The Supply ChainIn manufaturing, the parts needed have to arrive at the same time. A supply hain is the path fromsoure to destination that goods, materials, and produts follow (Fig. 8.68). In its entirety, a supplyhain desribe from where, and how, an organization gets the materials that it needs to reate itsproduts, and how those materials are utilized. Optimization of a supply hain improves produtivity,and lowers osts (8.8.1). Delivery and shipping time is inreasingly important. The more general problemof managing inventory and supplies in many loations. This may inlude warehouses and transportationtime. This is a type of oordination or artiulation. Plan, soure, supply, deliver.Information is ruial to managing a supply hain. Keeping trak of inventory suh as who owns it and
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Figure 8.67: Consider all the items that must be stocked and available at a moment’s notice in a hospital emergency
room. (check permission)who has it. Management of physial produts an be traked and failitated by loation tehnologies.Moreover, supply hains an be integrated with inventory, shipping, and retail management. A tightlyoptimized supply hain, just-in-time manufaturing, ould almost entirely eliminate inventory. Whenonditions are stable, it is fairly easy to manage the ow. But, unertainty and hanging onditionsan reate uneven ow. To maintain maximum eÆieny, it is important to prevent any interruption ofoutput, whih means preventing any interruption to the input of neessary materials. Beause supplyhains are so integrated, and hanges in one environment an have unforeseen hanges in anotherenvironment, the supply and demand of materials and produts is dynami, and it is often neessary toalter the parameters of a supply hain fairly quikly. Artiulation work (5.6.2). Modeling supply hainswith Petri Nets.

Graphite for “lead” Cut and Paint Wood

Wood Paint

Eraser Metal clip for eraser

Manufacturer makes pencils

Shipper takes pencils to store

Customer buys the pencils

Figure 8.68: Schematic of a supply chain for producing wooden pencils. Without any one of these pieces, the pencil
would not be complete. The delivery system will be much more complex if there are cross-links.Timely information and aurate foreasting (3.4.2) suh as these systems provide make a business muhmore eÆient. When the demand for a produt or servie is onstant, preditions are relatively simple| the average historial demand adjusted for demographi hanges is an e�etive model. Moreover,inventory ties up resoures and, indeed, often requires onsiderable handling and spae. Many produ-tion environments, however, are dynami, with sometimes unpreditable demands. Prodution systemsmust be designed to be muh more exible, and foreasting programs must be able to predit demandusing inomplete information. Programs utilizing system dynamis modeling tehniques often used inthe design of prodution systems, many are already formalized ( A.10.2).Related to B2B. Demand-pull eonomies.One of the variables used by foreasting systems are urrent orders. These are the de�ning element ofurrent demand. By utilizing systems that automatially upload eletroni orders into foreasting soft-ware, on-the-spot alulations an be made. However, purhase order and invoie automation systemsare essential [43] in and of themselves. Very long supply hains may minimize pereived responsibility.
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ManufacturingBeause they operate in real-time, when linked with other advaned produtions tehniques they allow\mass ustomization" of produts. Blue jeans an be produed to perfetly �t a ustomer's measure-ments.Information systems are also useful for maintaining logistial and transportation models. Whereasthe supply hain illustrates what materials ome from where and where they go, logistis desribeexatly how they get where they are going. In most prodution settings, this involves transportationshedules, supplier operating times, load values, osts, and shipping times. Information systems anhelp to oordinate and plan shedules using all of this disparate information. This allows more preiseanalysis of material arrival times, and hene, eventual prodution time. Using all of this informationalong with values, suh as organization operating hours and average prodution quantities, and averagedaily prodution amounts an be alulated.In a fatory, ustom jobs must be sheduled. Operations researh. Sheduling algorithms ((se:shedulingalgor)).Managing ativities so similar proesses are ompleted together.

Figure 8.69: Factory floor scheduling optimizes the use of resources (including worker’s time) in manufacturing.
(check permission)After failitating the ow of pre-prodution information systems an failitate proess ontrol. Dif-ferent models of prodution have been designed over the years, often reeting the requirements andonstraints of the environment in whih they were developed. That basi proess was improved andmade more eÆient with Just-in-Time manufaturing, whih used more advaned information andplanning systems. When a ustomer plaes an order, the neessary supplies for that spei� order arerequested and injeted into the prodution line almost immediately. Logistis { prodution shedulesand times, and replaement supply orders are re-alulated | and the supply lines in and out of theorganization are never broken, but no exess produt is produed. Obviously, highly integrated infor-mation and ontrol systems are required to oordinated these variables with any auray. This proesshas been ombined with mass ustomization to maximize eÆieny on the supply side while ensuringend-user satisfation on the demand side. However, even preservation of the design for the produt notbe enough. For omplex systems the entire manufaturing sequene is designed.Objet metadata. Design rationale (3.8.7). CAD and design representation.Semantis of proesses. Basi mahines (levers, inline plane, et.) Controlled voabularies and de-sribing proesses. Filter and ow [13].Reords of manufaturing proesses.
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Desktop Prototypes and Manufacturing CAD. Design libraries. 3D printers. Diret manufaturing.One-o�s and low-volume reprodution. Rapid prototyping for R&D. Fig. 8.70. Personal fabriation.

Figure 8.70: Desktop manufacturing can be personalized and just-in-time. Rapid prototyping. For instance, a
prosthetic leg can be produced in different styles. (check permission)

8.12.2. DistributionLogistis. The ip side of supply-hain (8.12.2).
8.12.3. Research and Development (R&D)

ResearchInnovation of novel produts and proesses. A researh environment needs to enourage innovation.However, managing a researh organization is a hallenge beause e�etive researh is not easily plannedor strutured. Researh and Development (R&D) have inherently non-routine ativities. (8.12.3) oftenhave speial hallenges moving ideas into operations and prodution[25]. Physial proximity and researhprodutivity. Role of information resoures in researh and innovation. Universities (8.13.2).This \tehnology transfer" is a partiular hallenge for organizational ulture. It is also one omponentof organizational knowledge reation. Indeed, researh in some organizations is not attempted and theorganization evolves by aquisition (8.14.2). Innovation (8.14.0).In many ases, a learning organization (7.3.4) simply shifts it emphasis to take advantage of opportunities.But, in other situations the organization evolve to disruptive environments. Indeed, some organizationsattempt to institutionalize the development of new produts. Organizational R&D is a ornerstone ofthose organizations whih are oriented to hange. The produts and proesses need to adapt to thosehanges [25]. R&D beyond the organization enouraging sta� to partiipate in professional soieties
((se:professions)). However, there may be deep onits between a researh organization and otherparts of an organization [6]. Also, oordination with universities. Soietal support of tehnology andresearh (9.4.0).

Product Design and DevelopmentDesign (3.8.0). Prodution. Projet management (8.11.3) and engineering informatis. Design automa-tion.
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Figure 8.71: Product design development flow in a traditional engineering organization. Note that very little physical
product moves across the organization; rather, only product descriptions move. (redraw) (check permission)Reusable designs. A library of fabriated shapes [68]. There are several aspets of objets that need to



356 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13be de�ned (Fig. 3.50) [74]. Issues for desribing behavior: very ontext dependent. This is useful foridentifying replaement parts. It is analogous to desribing the behavior of software objets. InterativeComputer-Aided Design (CAD) is often part of very large engineering projets. Ways to desribeshapes. Index of shapes. Searhing shape properties. Shape similarity[36] (Fig. 8.72). Shape repository
[18]. Representation of shapes: Funtions versus data sets. Preservation for engineering reords. Legalneed for arhives of airline engineering drawings.

Figure 8.72: Samples for determining the similarity of machine parts[36]. (different picture) (check permission)Coordination among design teams. Exhanging artifats suh as CAD aross design teams. As di�erentexperts partiipate in di�erent projets, libraries of CAD objets, situations, and designs an be built.All of this expertise an be harnessed to produe interative representations and simulations that anbe used to try out di�erent designs or styles to see how they reat to the environment for whih theyare intended. This represents the fusion of analysis and design, whih signi�antly ontributes to aninrease in the speed and quality of design, and a derease to its ost. After that, there needs to beprodut lifeyle management.
8.12.4. Business-to-Business (B2B) ServicesEologies of business. Business have a \mutually symbioti" relationship; eah prefers the other to bedoing well eonomially, as this means more business. Similarly, it is in the interest of all businessesto develop ways to allow them to interat with the most eÆieny and least ost. Business-to-business(B2B) servies allow businesses to interat. they all redue marketing osts and allow buyers and sellersto easily view what the other has to o�er. This not only inreases sales, but also helps to optimizesupply hains. The Internet greatly failitates B2B interation. Frameworks for online markets, suh asautions (8.7.2), have further optimized the bene�ts that businesses an have for one another. However,despite almost every organization and business having at least some web presene, there is a need forboth a standard language for desribing ontent and even more learly de�ned marketing frameworks.This mainly involves two areas: lassi�ation and reord keeping. Reord keeping is important in thisregard beause it allows other ompanies to learly see not only what it is that another organizationdoes, but also how they do it. Business reords an illumine an organization's apabilities and history
(7.4.3). Reords, however, are only useful if a searher an �nd what they are looking for. BusinessAeptable Communiations (BAC) seeks to permanently link ertain business reords and transationswith metadata that desribe those transations [32]. This makes reord searhing possible. B2B in themedia industry may inlude supplying ontent to distributors.Perhaps more importantly, failitating business interation is the development of a ommon interationlanguage. This allows organizations to ommuniate with one another, to desribe their produts, forexample, in a onsistent fashion. The most obvious method would be to develop web-servies (7.8.1).One suh system has been termed the business reporting language, or XBRL. This is an XML-basedlanguage developed to failitate �nanial reporting between organizations. It is a web-based �nanialreord exhange servie, and an be used by organizations to distribute �nanial information aboutthemselves to lients, ompetitors, or market regulators. Another useful language is ebXML (eletronibusiness XML).
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8.12.5. Commerce and Retail
Information Systems for Commerce and RetailCommere is the exhange of goods and servies. Information systems a�ets many aspets of ommereinluding atalogs, funds transfers, aounting, and even the transfer of the goods themselves in thease of digital ontent. Wal-Mart uses a sophistiated inventory traking system that automatiallysynhronizes a global inventory database. When a Wal-Mart ustomer in Columbus, Ohio buys atoaster, that purhase order is logged into a entral database that not only monitors how well alltoasters are selling in Ohio and how well that brand of toaster is selling aross the ountry, but alsoautomatially orders a new toaster from the nearest distribution enter, and a new toaster is orderedfrom the manufaturer. It maintains virtually no inventory and eah of its omputers are built to order.Reliable measurement (9.3.0)for selling goods.Aumulated data about the purhases of an individual an be used in many ways.Trusted eCommere sites.Retail reords. Managing retail inventory. Bar odes environmental tags. Weights and measures.Loyalty ards and personalization. Managing large data sets or ustomer reords (9.6.3).Order ful�llment. Warehouse distribution.Market basket analysis.

Figure 8.73: Loyalty cards give discounts to customers but they also collect data about the customer’s preferences.In eommere, Internet sales with searh engines allow greater awareness and easier aess of low-frequeny items. Lots of used books are now available. This is also known as the \long tail" [27](Fig.  A.87). The Internet makes a more eÆient market therefore not as muh of the tail is trunated.
Figure 8.74: Demand for products generally follows a power law. The most popular product a very popular but there
is a “long tail” of demand for a great many products. Traditional (bricks-and-mortar) businesses are limited in the
physical inventory they can stock (dark area) but the Internet allows a virtual inventory. (redraw) (check permission)Sponsored searh (10.8.0). SEO (8.12.5). Log �les ( A.14.2). Data management (9.6.3). Prediting preferenesbased on personal information. Privay preserving data mining (9.6.5).Point of sale system.

Figure 8.75: eCommerce distribution network.
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MarketingMarketing is presenting a produt to a market. Although marketing is sometimes thought to onsistonly advertising, there are many aspets to presentation, suh as priing, demographis, positioning,and advertising. Indeed, marketing is information intensive and may even inlude developing models ofthe markets. Marketing intelligene is the information required to make e�etive marketing deisions.Marketing an also be seen as a soial networking ativity.Segmentation of the market is a basi strategy, for optimizing interest. That is, to �nd users withdi�erent needs and tailor versions of the produt to them. Business are onstantly seeking to betterspeify and di�erentiate their produts. Information systems help in this proess by dividing ustomersinto groups and di�erentiating pries. Airlines have found they an divide the business traveler (upperline in Fig. 8.42) from the rereational traveler (lower line) by requiring a Saturday night layover.Without information tehnology, this was not possible.A well-marketed produt reates a brand, whih omes to be an inseparable identi�er of that produt.That brand must then be managed, always preserving its image while repositioning it to apture moreusers (5.2.2). Ad buys on tradiional media but, inreasingly, soial viral marketing by word of mouthfrom person-to-person assoiation in a soial network (5.1.0). Soial media (5.1.4). Online produt reviewsand reommendations.Futhermore, the soial media platform with likely return data to the advertiser about the users. Tieinto data analytis. Persuadability.
Customers

Customer relationship management (CRM) Customer relationships are often one of the most expensiveparts of retail. It an, however, be partially automated and supported with information systems.Servie management theory: identi�ation, ommitment, bonding, ustomer relationships, retention.Customer relationship management (CRM) software and programs are used by businesses to helpmaintain a sense of onnetion between ustomer and business while inreasing eÆieny as muh aspossible. These systems may perform servies ranging from auto-ompleting a returning ustomer'sorder form to making reommendations about what movies they would like. Furthermore, ustomerservie an be failitated with several information system tehnologies suh as voie interation andsearhing. Call enters. Produt ommunity. Managing olletions of ustomer omplaints (tikets) togive satisfying interation.
Figure 8.76: Mining discussion groups for customer reactions about a product.Daily deal sites and orrelated ativity with other information servies. Deals servies.Customer relationship often one of the most expensive parts of retail. It an, however, be partiallyautomated and supported with information systems. Servie management theory: identi�ation, om-mitment, bonding, ustomer relationships, retention. Customer relationship management (CRM) soft-ware and programs are used by businesses to help maintain a sense of onnetion between ustomerand business while inreasing eÆieny as muh as possible. These systems may perform serviesranging from auto-ompleting a returning ustomer's order form to making reommendations aboutwhat movies they would like. Furthermore, ustomer servie an be failitated with several information



8.12. Functional Units of Businesses and their Use of Information 359system tehnologies suh as voie interation and searhing. Call enters. Produt ommunity. CRMand soial media. Managing olletions of ustomer omplaints (tikets) to give satisfying interation.
Figure 8.77: Mining discussion groups for customer reactions about a product.

Online RetailAugmented reality viewing of produts to minimize returns.
Product Information and Product ReviewsA business has to provide information about its produts to the onsumer. This an be done in manyways: websites, ustomer servie representatives, onventions, and advertising. Many onsumers doresearh | often using the internet | before making major purhases, and if they do not, or annot,�nd information about a produt they may skip buying from that ompany. This trend ats as aninentive for businesses to not only advertise their produts, but also to provide information aboutthem. The most detailed information will often be found on the ompany's website, as this is the mostost-e�etive way of presenting it. Further information an generally be obtained by alling a ustomerservie representative.Some systems publish subsriber reviews of produts or servies. In addition, quality ratings of thereviewers themselves are also published, whih are based on omments from other subsribers regardingthe typial usefulness or auray of the published produt review. If several \highly reviewed" peopleseem to think another person's reviews are generally sound, the odds are that they are a good soureof information. The more links or assoiations to your virtual identity there are, the better or worseyour ranking, and the more trustworthy you appear to be. Example shown in the disussion of opinionmining (10.5.3).
AdvertisingAdvertising typially serves two purposes; it disseminates business or produt information, and it seeksto onvine. Advertising for eommere businesses is di�erent from traditional advertising, partiularlybeause of the way that it an be targeted to small groups of people, and in a sense, even to individuals

(4.10.2). An ageny advertising a partiular produt on television must predit, broadly, what type ofpeople are going to be most interested in their produt, and on what station at what time those typesof people will most likely be wathing TV. Although advertisers have beome quite adept at doingthis, internet advertising an be muh more spei�. Commerial searh engines may math partiularadvertisements to partiular searh queries, guaranteeing that the individual onduting the searh isat least mildly interested in what the ad is selling. Eommere user pro�les allow for more personalizedshopping, inluding personalized priing, whih an limit advertised produts to a �nite prie range.This user pro�ling allows businesses to target individuals for advertising. Many agenies speializingin online advertising guarantee a minimum number of transations or views (lik-throughs) by plaingtheir ads in areas of high traÆ, or oordinating their advertising with multiple targeted ad servies
(8.12.5).Advertising and attention (4.2.2). Traking eye movements of people viewing a sreen.Advertising rhetoris. Soial media and advertising. For instane, by building online ommunities. Thee�ets of advertising an be monitored with searhes. Searhes reet people's awareness of topis. In-deed, searhes on spei� produts rise following even non-Internet based advertising ampaigns. Searhengine marketing (SEM). Advertising ampaign. Impressions and presentations of advertisements on



360 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13searh return pages. Cost per impression (CPI). Clik-throughs. Autions for position.Searh engine optimization. Beause many users are led to Web pages by searh engines, some Website designers who want their sites ranked by those searh engines add spurious text to Web pages thatwill be piked up in Web indexing proesses. This is known as \keyword spamming". A variety oftehniques have been developed. Suh as link farms and ontent farms. Adversarial IR.

Figure 8.78: Google Adwords interface for managing a targeted advertising campaign.Miro-targeting advertising.Keyword aution for setting pries.Commerial data brokers.Data pro�le even without fats. Working with probabilities.Searh engines have rapidly moved from researh to a major ommerial fore. The searh is generallysupported by advertising. Business models (8.11.4). Searh engine business model (10.8.0). Presentingadvertisements assoiated with searhes. Personalized advertising (4.10.3). Autioning advertising spaeon the searh engine results page (8.7.2). Clik-throughs. Clik fraud, Separating ads from ontent. Tomaintain the on�dene of users, the searh engine ompany needs to be neutral in seleting sites tobe returned by the searh. Seond prie aution.Giving people what they want in searh results versus giving them an overview of the available literature.
Measuring the Quality of a Web Page or Web SiteQuality sore.
Business Strategies for B2CIn general, many of the same business strategies that have been used for deades in traditional businessenvironments an be applied to eommere businesses. Many businesses employ a hybrid strategy, whihinlude physial loations as well as virtual businesses (i.e., \liks-and-mortar"). This business modeldoes not alienate any group of potential ustomers. Even physial purhases are a�eted by ustomerresearh online. In a well-integrated system, the online system an extend the physial displays bymaking unusual, low volume produts available.
Shopping and Consumer TransactionsProess of shopping. Finding and evaluating produts. Pay-as-you go, subsriptions, shareware.Commere and the transations that onstitute it are proesses. They may be more or less ompliated,depending on the spei� type of transation. While there are many faets to a ommerial transation,most an be broken down into stages or templates, whih are useful in modeling automated forms ofthose transations. low-hart of the various transations that make up a partiular ativity. Haggling.
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Decision to PurchaseConsumers make deisions when purhasing a produt. Produt information as interpreted by theindividual's awareness of the produt and analysis of its bene�ts. The deision to buy, or not, maydepend on how the purhasing transations are managed[22]. If the proess is ompliated and there aremany di�erent steps, people may be disinlined to make a purhase. Or, perhaps, a partiular wordingmay inrease or derease a ustomer's desire to buy. Produt and servie reputation (5.2.2).Businesses attempt to highlight all those fators that have a positive impat on purhasing probability,and eliminate those that have a negative impat. To understand and analyze what e�ets the purhasingproess has on ustomers, dynami data models are gathered from a ustomer's interation with a Website. Fig. 8.79 shows a lik data analysis from an online store that registers four million aesses perday. The various levels represent di�ering degrees, or spei�ities of information; this is reeted bythe inrease in the amount of data. An analysis suh as this an be used to determine, for example,at what point in the transation proess the majority of people deided not to purhase a produt.By analyzing the \lik level," a business an determine what most of their potential ustomers areinterested in and what partiular information they are seeking. This is related to data warehousing
(7.4.4) and data uration (9.6.5).

Level Description

Customer Level General information about customers.
Session Level What purchases were made in the session.
Click Level Details of all user clicks.
Presentation Level What is presented on each screen for each customer.

Figure 8.79: Levels of data about user behavior in a large online retailer. The amount of data increases by about an
order of magnitude at each step. (check permission)Habit analysis. Prediting onsumer behavior.

8.13. Information Economics, Information Goods, and Knowl edge
MarketsWe have already onsidered basi eonomi priniples (8.7.0). Eonomi deisions are greatly a�etedby information. We have already disussed the e�ets of information on eonomi deisions (3.4.1); inthis setion, we onsider the eonomi aspets of information and information resoures themselves.This de�nition of information as the redution of unertainty is partiularly appliable for eonomis.Legal and soial frameworks for information distribution: publisher, broadaster, distributor, ommonarrier.
8.13.1. Value of InformationValue of information in use versus value of information in exhange. There is a diret value for someinformation. Information has value either in itself (suh as musi or software) or beause of its valuefor failitating preditions. It an also have an exhange value.Systematially determine valuation by: Auray, ompleteness, availability.Organizations whih manage personal information.Three ways to value information: Market value, Inome value. Replaement valueMeasuring the value with \valuation". Eah of these omponents an be extended. Management ofpersonal private information.Management of the asset of information.DiÆulty of extrating information from people. This is the problem of tait knowledge that we haveonsidered earlier (7.3.4).
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8.13.2. Knowledge InstitutionsMedia, publishing, and now searh engines (8.12.5), are part of the knowledge eonomy. Manufaturingis less of a fator for the post-industrial soiety. There is a shift from manufaturing to a servieand knowledge eonomy. Creating values for enouraging innovation suh as enouraging researh andhigher eduation [79]. Universities and libraries overlap with and often funtion as ultural institutions
(5.9.3). Intelletual property plays a key role in a knowledge eonomy. Creating virtual organizations
(5.7.3). Entrepreneurship versus detahment in sholarship. Eonomi impat of universities and otherknowledge institutions [44]. The use of knowledge in soiety [52]. Subverting information institutions.Aademi integrity and reputation.Knowledge businesses and pro�ts.

Figure 8.80: Andrew Carnegie donated library buildings to towns across the world. Here is a Carnegie library
building which is part of the New York Public Library system. (check permission)Earlier, we onsidered memory institutions and ultural institutions suh as museums (5.9.3). Herewe onsider institutions whih failitate knowledge reation and dissemination suh as universities,museums, and libraries.Information poliies for knowledge institutions. Determining the value of libraries (7.2.1). Researhuniversities.

UniversitiesInformation reation and transmission. Sholarship (9.0.0). Sholarly ommunities (9.1.1).Supporting systemati and neutral disourse. Universities are known as highly politial environments,some origanizational strutures may redue the politis and enourage sholarship and teahing.Universities generally realize that sholars need to be able to explore ideas that may be unpopularso they allow latitude to explore ideas under the heading of aademi freedom. Debates about theappropriate sope of aademi freedom.Sholarship should be grounded in the world but also separate from the pressures of politial agendas.Politial issues inside and outside the university.While sholarship is onsidered integral with teahing at high level, some universities fous espeiallyon researh. Universities as researh and development enters. It is often felt that university-levelteahing should be oupled with researh. In some ases, universities have beome primarily researhinstitutions whih inlude some teahing. Traditionally universities are institutions whih promote andprotet sholarly values (9.0.0).Quality ontrol and poliies whih lead to strong universities. Avoiding inbreeding by avoiding hiringtheir own graduates.
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Figure 8.81: The University of Bolgona was one of the world’s first universities. (check permission)

Academic LibrariesAs enters of information use and reation information management is entral to universities. Tradi-tionally, that role in the university has been arried by the university library. Typially, these providespeialized information resoures. Management of sholarly literature. Liaison librarian.While information management is still essential for universities, the role of libraries is hanging.Aademi libraries and institutional repositories.The institutional poliies might de�ne requirements for data storage.
Academic DisciplinesUniversities are typially organized around disiplines. Suh disipline a partiular viewpoint of per-spetive literally a disipline for analyzing the omplexity of the world. Disiplines maybe based ondi�erenes of models (e.g., hemistry versus physis) or di�erenes of methods (soiology versus so-ial psyhology). This way of organizing aademi knowledge is also related to the organization ofthe Dewey Deimal Classi�ation system. It is generally, believed to be based on emergent oneptsthough it is also possible to argue that the ategories are arbitrary. Some other disiplines suh as om-puter siene are based on evolving tehnologies and business whih serves a partiular onstitueny.Professions (5.8.2). Disiplines and levels of emergent properties (1.3.2).Pratitioners of a disipline form a disourse ommunity (5.8.2). They are slow to hange and havedeveloped an institutional momentum. Multidisiplinary and interdisiplinary work. Emergene of newdisiplines. Universities provide a home to representatives of di�erent sholarly ommunities (9.1.1).

8.13.3. Businesses Based on Intellectual PropertyOne of the justi�ations for intelletual property rights is that they enourage innovators. Here weonsider two examples. Balane of fators.The distribution musi has dramatially hanged from CDs to downloads over the past few years.Despite the opyright laws, it was too easy to opy musi �les from the CD. Now, most musi sales arefrom downloads of individual songs whih are low ost and relatively easy to manipulate.Cloud musi.Sentiment analysis. Fan metris by blog analysis (10.11.2).A patent protets the ommerial use of an idea for a limited time (8.2.2) in return for making thatpubli. This is an example of siene poliy (9.4.0). It is possible to build an entire business aroundone or a few key patents. Typially, businesses that are formed around patents have a high investmentin researh and development, but relatively low prodution osts. Pharmaeutials may ost severalhundreds of millions of dollars to develop and test, but one they are approved they an be produedrelatively heaply (Fig. 8.82). Although it might seem logial for a patent holder to implement theiridea, The patents are not always used diretly. Sometimes they an simply be used to blok ompetitors
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Idea -
?

Research -
?

Patent filing -
?

Clinical trials -
?

Government approval -
?

Production, Marketing, Distribution -
?

Consumer reaction -? Reject

Figure 8.82: Simplified path for approval of a new drug. Even with a very careful research effort, each step is costly
and has a high rejection rate.By omparison to the pharmaeutrial industry, information tehnology and information systems om-panies often have interloking patents portfolios.Information resoures are powering muh of the world's eonomy. This trend is likely to ontinue.Traditional business models must evolve to inorporate the new tehnologial realities that they fae.Failure to do so will most likely mean they will beome outmoded and be replaed. The managementand review of patents an be omplex; indeed, spei� information systems have been developed formanaging patent portfolios. Moreover, beause of the value of patents, there has beome a great dealof gamesmanship in their proessing. Reverse engineering. Patent trolls.Information goods have supply, demand, and prodution osts. Not only do information systems, whihmanage this ommodity, a�et traditional businesses, the information industry itself is growing rapidly.Typially, these are non-rival goods (8.7.2) and in many ases, they are perishable goods.The value of information, like other goods, is dependent on the demand. An algorithm that an preditstok market hanges would have a huge demand, and hene, would be extremely valuable. The samean be said for a hit song. Typially, however, information goods have a high ost of development and alow ost of dupliation. This alters their value, in the eonomi sense. Information goods are di�erentfrom many physial goods, suh as a food or an automobile, in that they an be repliated. It is diÆultto sell a good if that same good an be had for free | dupliation limits the amount of money thatan be made from information goods. In terms of information systems, In terms of the dimensions ofgoods we disussed earlier; information goods an be \exludable"(8.7.2). It is often possible, though inmany ases diÆult, to ontrol aess to them.Information goods an be exhanged in \knowledge markets". That is, knowledge an be traded betweenpeople. Given the fat that anyone seeking out an information resoure for a partiular subjet is notgoing to be an expert in that �eld (else, why seek it out) or have the time to beome one, a ertainamount of trust is required. Information providers suh as newspapers, universities, and Web sitesmay try to reate a reputation for quality information (5.2.2). Sholarly publishing and the exhange ofinformation (9.1.1).Markets work best when when both sides have full information about the produts and servies. A buyerof a used ar rarely knows as muh about it as the seller. That is they have asymmetri information.One result of this is that the prie of used ars may be less that their true value beause the buyersare autious. It's also the ase that buyers are sometimes fooled and buy a ar with many problems.When only one organization ontrols information, there is an information monopoly, it an be provokedby an individual or an organization within a knowledge market. If it is more pro�table to retain



8.13. Information Economics, Information Goods, and Knowledge Markets 365information than it is to share it | for example, in the ase of asymmetri information for negotiation
(3.4.1) |- then the information may remain hidden [9]. Knowledge markets are also aompaniedby knowledge gamesmanship whih may, of ourse, inlude deeption (5.3.3). Signaling provides anindiation of on�dene for ontrats, suh as an indiation of eduational redentials Limited useontent suh as musi and book downloads. Fits with genres. Linked to prodution of informationresoures ((se:informationprodution)).

Figure 8.83: Ecosystem of information resources.Value of general knowledge versus fatual knowledge. There are often several ways of learning somethingso some of the advantage is onveniene. Related question of the value of an eduation.
8.13.4. Publishing and Distributing Information GoodsContent is valuable. There are several ways an information good may be disseminated but the mosttypial traditional business is through publiation. For many media types. Media industry. Bookindustry.Publishing is literally making a work publi | in the information world, to share is to publish. Thereare many models for the pro�table publiation of information, and more are devised every day. Wewill disuss several of them. Publishing is a soial institution that goes beyond simple distribution. Italso implies quality beause the publisher puts its reputation behind it. Some publishers will publishanything for whih they are paid. Beause individual of use this type of publisher when their materialdoesn't reah the quality standards of other publishers, these are alled vanity presses.Publishing is hanging, dramatially. The ost of distributing digital information is small omparedto traditional methods of distribution. As a result, the distintion between formal and informal pub-liations is breaking down. It is now, in a sense, possible for everybody to be a publisher | thethreshold, eonomially at least, is muh lower. The role of traditional publishers is delining; however,traditional information resoures an also reap the rewards of lower osts. Digital onvergene enour-ages multi-hannel distribution of ontent the ombining of traditional text publishing and new media.The information industry has spurred the growth of large media ompanies, suh as able TV andnewspaper businesses, that an take advantage of this digital onvergene. There are many businessmodels that an be utilized to o�er high-quality publiations that are researhed, reated, reviewed,and designed by professionals, all for a ompetitive prie. Managing intelletual property. Produtionasset management. Digital supply hain servies. Magazines. Constraints and impliations of mediabusiness models.

Publishing PlatformsBeyond libraries, data linking has been proposed aross the broader Web. Open data (9.6.4). Wikipediaand related projets suh as Wikimedia and Wikidata.
Semantic Publishing Semanti desriptions of ontent an be useful for organizing the material in webpubliations.One of the keys is the desription of distint entities. URI FOAF an be used for a personal URI.Miro-formats. RDFa.Struturing layouts.



366 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13Example vCard and hCard formats. Rih snippets. Advertising.Web-based publishing platforms. Workows for web publishing.Reusing ontent works better than re-use of ode.Standards for annotations aross platforms.Appliable to sholarly ommuniation ((se:sholarlyommuniation)).
8.13.5. Business Models for PublishingDissemination of information, but also a business.One ommon method of seuring payment for an information resoure is the subsription-based pub-liation model. Simply put, a person orders a subsription and issues start to be delivered after thebill is paid. There is a �nite term length involved in the subsription-based model; by paying a pre-determined fee, a ustomer is entitled to utilize the servie for a predetermined amount of time. Thismethod an be applied to digital ontent as well by providing the user with a password that is liensedfor a spei�ed period. Paywall.Another method that publishers of all sorts are using apitalizes on the fat that authors and reatorswant their materials to be seen by the publi. In this model, the author and publisher share many ofthe osts of publiation. An author may pay page harges for things suh as olor, exessive omplexity,or open-aess. An author may also pay for the entire publiation proess in exhange for aess tothe publisher's already established marketing infrastruture and experiene. The author would then bereimbursed on a per-view basis, with the publisher reeiving a portion of the pro�t. This requires theformulation of a \ost per aess" rate for the publiation in question. The demand for publiations,however, is often elasti; that is, setting the per-view ost too high will disourage people from aessingit (8.7.2) [64].The reording industry has also been oping with similar hanges in distribution. It is easy to makeperfet opies of digital objets suh as MP3 songs and videos on DVDs. Consumers are being on-fronted with the hoie of paying money for material that they an obtain for free by �le swapping.This is transforming the musi industry muh like eletroni publishing is transforming the publishingbusiness.One response has been to try to strengthen digital rights management (8.2.4) and proseute those whoviolate the established law. Other responses inlude limited lienses, or the voluntary relinquishing ofertain rights normally assoiated with opyright. This allows artists to hoose the level of opyrightthat they deem desirable. The opyright to some material is owned by larger organizations suh asmovie studios or reord labels. It remains to be seen in what diretion these entities will move to adjustto the development of new tehnologies. In general, there appear to be two general options available tothese industries: the �rst is to attempt to enfore the existing interpretation of opyright law, and tomonitor and ontrol the development of new tehnologies. The seond way is to revise the opyrightlaw and artist ontrats to reet new business models.Sometimes free distribution of ontent an stimulate interest by heightening awareness. Bands suhas the Grateful Dead and Phish typially did not fous on proteting the intelletual property of theirsongs, instead allowing free opying and distribution of their material in order to widely disperse theirmusi and build a loyal base of fans. Most of the revenue for these bands ame from onert tiketsales and other merhandising endeavors. Musi linked to advertising.Other information resoures revolve around information brokering, or the olletion (not the reation)of existing information and its distribution. Aggregators are information distributors that ollet in-formation from many di�erent soures and provide aess to it through a single portal. Searh enginesare information brokers. Others might develop a \shopping model," whih makes a diret onnetion



8.13. Information Economics, Information Goods, and Knowledge Markets 367between the produer of the produt and the onsumer. Beause so many of these servies are o�eredfor free, it is diÆult to harge for their use. Most information resoures of this type obtain moneyin two ways: sponsorship and advertising. Some free servies may be o�ered, or partially sponsored,through a larger organization. This gives the larger organization publiity, and assoiates their namewith a ommonly used servie. The other way that servies is through advertising. Companies willpay the servie to run advertisements on their website. These may be based on a at rate or ountedper-lik. Copyright is inter-twined with traditional publishing but, perhaps, fundamental hanges areneeded.Foused advertising.Sholarly publishing (9.1.1). Open ontent initiative. Open aess is one part of that. Value to researhfrom availability of open-aess materials.
8.13.6. Books, Printing, and Print Culture

PrintingMedium of information presentation. Earlier revolution in information transmission infrastruture.Bibliometris (9.1.3).
Figure 8.84: Scroll to codex to eReader. (check permission)Many oordination widgets (2.5.5) have been developed to support aess to the ontents of books. Pagenumbers, tables of ontents, indexes. Using table of ontents and indies.Communiation and di�usion among printers and intelletuals through letters and books. This is atype of soial network.These hanges are somewhat analogous to the extend of hanges we are experiening today with theintrodution of digital tehnologies. The hanges in printing tehnology also had a number of lessobvious impats suh as hanges is the signi�ane of authorship.Generations of print tehnology. Publishing (8.13.4). (Fig. 8.85).

2400 BC Earliest surviving papyrus scrolls.
295 Alexandria Library founded.
c. 370 Rome estimated to have 28 libraries.
1041-48 Movable type from an amalgam of clay and glue developed in China.
1373 Bibliotheque Nationale founded in Lyons.
1456 Gutenberg prints Bible with metal type.
1702 First daily English newspaper, Daily Courant. Survives 30 years.
1709 Copyright Act limits terms of copyright protection in England.
1812 Koenig perfects first steam-powered, flat-bed-and cylinder press.
1959 Xerox markets first xerographic photocopier.
1975 IBM introduces first laser printer.

Figure 8.85: Timeline of some significant events in printing and publishing. (check permission)



368 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13Printing hanged ulture. Originally, printing was primarily used for the Bible, to novels, to paperbaks.Reading aids added to books. [1]. Books and the rise of siene. Laws surrounding the distribution ofboooks and newspapers also hanged.Non-�tion. Reording and sharing ideas [47]Indeed, there was an extended series of hanges. Page turning in books.eReaders and Strutured Formats. Combine ontent and systems. Soial reading and reading on mobiledevies. Arhiteture of the WWW. Links, Anhors, Mappings. DiÆulty of adding annotations to aneReader. Coordination widgets (2.5.5).E-book standards. EPUB. Content lienses and library business models. Interating with eBooks.Coordination widgets.
Print CultureFan bases for other types of media suh as games (11.7.3). Culture assoiated with the printed word.Although rare books appear almost entirely in library, their preservation is related to arhives.Doument ommunities (5.8.2) suh as booklubs. Soial impliations of printing. Media onservation.Book lubs. Film groups. Comion.Reading experiene reords. Bibliophiles are people who love books. Typially, this inludes not onlythe ontent but also the raftsmanship of the book. Type fae. Preservation of books and of Web pages

(7.5.5). Online reading ommunities.
8.13.7. News

Figure 8.86: Generations of news media: A) Town crier, B) Newspaper, C) Television, and D) Twitter. (check
permission)News gives people a view of what goes on in the rest of the world. It helps individual relate to theirworld. Publishing news is a speial publishing business. Dissemination of news via the partiularadvertising model. online newspapers and news searhing (10.11.2) and news publishing. In a omplexsoiety, there is a need to disseminate urrent events. News funtionality versus news distribution. Textproessing of news (10.11.2). News as entertainment. News as empathy (5.5.3). News and newspapers.Eosystem of systemati information prodution.Word-of-mouth from friends. Perhaps from soial media.Struture and organization of news. Broadast news versus interative news. Diversity of opinions.News fouses the publi's attention on issues. However, this fous an also reate a bias.News versus newspapers. Newspapers are rih reetions of their ommunity.News frames and the impat of news on publi disourse (8.4.3).Novelty sores for news. Personalization and reommender systems. What new over what you did notknow before.
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Policies for JournalismPriniples: Journalisti style. Citing soures.News reporting. Investigative journalism.Neutrality versus advoay.Silening journalists for politial advantage. News olletion and dissemination has hanged dramati-ally.Greater emphasis on taking a politial stand in ontemporary. There is a suggestion that this may bedue to newspapers shifting plae in the news eosystem. By line and opinion piees.Yellow journalism emphasizes sensationalism.Soial struture whih supports the news.News organizations and responsible behavior. Presumably, the details need to be spei�ed better.Role of the editor.
Journalistic Practices Covering a range of perspetives.Anonymous soures.DiÆulty of providing objet reporting (1.6.2).Credibility is important for most publishers. Reputation (5.2.2). Reputation for providing unbiasedinformation. Trusting the redibility of a publisher.An honest broker has no stake either way in the outome of a transation. Honest broker of information.Some of this is due to professionalism of the journalist. Reports should have multiple independentsoures of news for on�rmation. There is a need for independent observations. For instane, thishelps to unover orruption and abuse by government and organizational oÆials. Less investigativejournalism beause it is expensive and traditional news is being hallenged by Internet publishing.Nonetheless, news is subjetive and news media have a great deal of inuene over publi disourse

(8.4.3). Newspapers also serve a ommunity information role beyond news reporting.Poliies and praties are helpful for e�etive freedom of the press [?℄. Shield laws protet journalistsfrom having to reveal their soures.Journalisti ethis. Report onit of interest.Reporters may be told about an event but they generally an't be on�dent without additional evidene.Usually two soures are required. As an additional step in quality ontrol, even simple assertions aredouble heked before are artile goes to press.
Figure 8.87: There is some feedback about the accuracy of political commentary such as these indicators from
politifact.com. Such fact checking itself is subjective. (check permission)\Errata" also serve to establish good praties by showing allegiane to auray rather than image,and a desire to aknowledge mistakes in an e�ort to avoid them in the future.
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Errata example.Authority of soures. Reporters notes.Politial operatives posing as journalists.
Citizen JournalismCitizens rather than professional journalists. Citizen journalism. Levels of integration of itizen jour-nalism with traditional newspapers. Investigative rowd-souring. Hyper-loal news blogs. Funtionof news. Providing information to itizens in soiety in a heap way.Blogs are ommentary. Soial media journalists.Hyper-loal news blog. Networks of loal news blogs. Revenue sharing of blogs.Bottom-up news stories. News and other ontent, generated by searh.People often turn to miro-blogs for updates about fast-breaking news stories.
Processing and Searching News TextNews is distint from other types of ontent. Charateristis of a news searh engine. News searh

(10.11.2). The ontent to be searhed may hange rapidly. Indeed, the reader's expetations about whatshould be returned by a searh may be hanging as the story develops. Very di�erent fromPersonalization of newspapers.
Figure 8.88: Media-space map for news. (check permission)

Production and Distribution of News Newsroom workow.E�et of information tehnology on news. Twenty-four hour news yle. The allows for a di�erent typeof aess by viewers. Rather than aessing a newspaper one a day, the users an sample the newsstream when they an.News business models. News, many other mass information servies has been supported by advertising.However, Internet distribution of news has hanged the parameters of that model.Broadast news often does not handle omplex issues very well. Video news release.Writing stories to be highly ranked by news searh engines.Paper prodution versus eletroni distribution. News provides information that an be of both personaland ommunity interest. News servies usually deliver data as soon as possible after the events theyreport our; some ontent, suh as daily artoon strips, is of lower priority. News also has a soialontext. We depend on news outlets to maintain at least some objetivity in their reporting, based onthe standards of journalism that have been established (1.4.3).News agenies.Streaming and morphing into ontent.



8.13. Information Economics, Information Goods, and Knowledge Markets 371News as an example of dynami ontent. Importane of news media that is independent from thegovernment.Preservation of news.Business models for news. Paywall. Aggregators and searh engines. Many-to-many distribution model.
8.13.8. Software Publishing and DistributionSoftware is similar in many ways to other information resoures. Like other information goods, itgenerally has a high �xed ost of development, low inremental osts (updates), and is easy to dupliate.Apps as software distribution.

Software Licensing and ContractsSoftware is a type of intelletual property and ommerial software generally liensed. Beyond sales,software vendors have developed a strategy of selling a base system that needs ustomization. Thus,they get ongoing inome from that ustomization and from are likely to improve lifeyle management.Software may be proteted by opyright and this is often used as the basis of software liensing agree-ments. Software ompanies use patents to protet their intelletual property (8.2.2).Most ommerial software is also proteted by ontrats when it is sold. A ontrat may allow one userat a time to aess the software, or it may be a site liense, whih permits use by an entire faility.Digital rights management (DRM) (8.2.4). A variety of new mehanisms for aessing software are beingdeveloped. In a networked environment, software may be downloaded from the network as needed andmay even be harged for on a per-use basis. This is determined with an End user liensing agreement(EULA).Software development is tehniques are desribed in (6.5.2). Loked down development platforms versusopen development environments.
Open-Source SoftwareOpen-soure software goes beyond freeware in providing aess to the soure ode. This makes it easilyustomizable. Beause the software was distributed free in the �rst plae, its reators (and all thosewho have modi�ed it) wish to prohibit any one person from making a pro�t from it, To guarantee itremains open soure, most open-soure software has a liense (Fig. 8.89) and this is similar to othertypes of ommons movements (8.2.2, 10.3.2). Libre software and the four freedoms Fig. 8.90.

You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program’s
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appro-
priate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact
all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of
any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a
copy of this License along with the Program. You may charge
a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may
at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

Figure 8.89: The first part of the GNU open-source software license and Gnu project open-source project logo.
(check permission)Free and open soure software (FOSS). Open soure software an be less vulnerable to bugs or embeddedmaliious software beause eah omponent of it an be inspeted and disussed but it may have a slowand unpreditable development of new features. Non-monetary inentives. While this is an appealing
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1. The freedom to run the program for any purpose.
2. The freedom to study how the program works, and change it to make it do what you wish.
3. The freedom to redistribute copies so you can help your neighbor.
4. The freedom to improve the program, and release your improvements (and modified ver-

sions in general) to the public, so that the whole community benefits.

Figure 8.90: Four senses in which software may be free [?].model in many ways, it is impratial for omplex large sale or time-ritial projets. Some ompaniesontribute their employees time to develop open soure software. There is often some mix of openand losed software is projets. Ultimately open soure may drive out losed-soure software for someappliations.
Indexing SoftwareDiÆulty of �nding ode in a repository. Software libraries (7.9.3). Indexing software [54]. Reuse.Software preservation (7.5.5).

8.14. Innovation
8.14.1. How Startups Work
8.14.2. Innovation Networks and EcosystemsInnovation eosystem. Silion Valley as a ulture of entrepreneurship. Silion Valley. Based on en-trepreneurship.Entrepreneurial ommons. Sharing ideas and resoures in innovation. It has several aspets that makeit unique. Aumulated know-how, infrastruture, and resoures. This is also related to a industrialommons whih is based on manufaturing. Conentration of parts in in a supply hain region.Researh and development (8.12.3).Innovation is often motivated by ompetition. User-entered innovation groups. Role of a stable legalframework suh as intelletual property. Business to develop ideas. Inubators and knowledge sharing.E�ets of fators suh eduation and government support on innovation.Role of information for enouraging innovation.Synergies, speialization, and patents. Role of information resoures. Bibliometris on patents fortelling us about innovations.Open innovation. Management of innovation. Organized researh laboratories. Supporting hunhes.

Cities as Innovation HubsThe world is not entirely at (8.9.2)in terms of innovation. Some areas still have a distint advantage.Speialization provides distintive expertise and that allows for produtive ollaborations. People tendto be more ollaborative in ities. The soial networks are tighter. Can networked ollaborationsubstitute for proximity. Critial mass.Siene parks, Communities of pratie (5.8.2).Innovation in emerging markets.
Entrepreneurship: Building a BusinessMany businesses are built primarily with an idea whih identi�es a market nihe and then hard work.Growing businesses, or businesses with grander ambitions often start with a business plan. Many



8.15. Media 373information-based businesses are supported with venture apital. Building a business is a di�erenthallenge from running an ongoing business. Colleting resoures. Return on Investment (ROI) Analysisof osts and return.Fast fail.Competitive advantage. Information systems have allowed the development of many new businesses.Being the �rst to develop a new produt an give a \�rst mover advantage". For instane, there an bebrand-spei� training. However, being a �rst-moved is not always a great advantage beause it oftenexpends a lot of resoures. Eonomy of sale. Protetion of intelletual property (8.13.3). Introduingnew produts. Installed base.Small business. Evolution of the business. Ageny theory. Stewardship and suession.Information entrepreneurs.
8.14.3. CreativityPeople in innovation environments.Serendipity (3.2.3).
8.15. MediaWe have enountered aspets of media throughout this text. Like many other terms we have enoun-tered, the term \media" is ambiguous. We will explore the transmission of information by di�erentmedia in later hapters but here we onsider general priniples whih apply aross media. Informationresoures and entertainment. This is ertainly not intended as an exhaustive overview of the topi.Media poliy.Media disseminates ulture (5.8.2). Media spreads ohesion. We have already enountered many aspetsof media suh as the disussion of media and violene, (5.9.4) and media and imitation [67], and mediabusiness models. Media in this sense often refers to ommerial media. Analyze the media industry
(8.13.4).Media fouses attention and ampli�es individual messages. Persuasive power of the media. In part,this simply by the physial properties of the delivery medium. The relationship between the \mediumand the message" [62]. Hot media. Sur�ng. Global village.Media systems and the relationship between news media and the politial systems in whih they exist[?℄.Why are people entertained by media. Infotainment. Media entertainment theory [10]. Coordinatingand ontrolling publiity. The role of media in shaping publi disourse (8.4.3).Demassi�ation of Media. The development of new information tehnology, partiularly that of theWorld Wide Web, has inreased itizen partiipation in media. It is now possible for a single individual,through their webpage or Blog, to reah an audiene of literally millions of people every day. Conversely,it is also possible for a single person to aess virtually any type of information soure, from any loationin the world. The \mass media," as it is ommonly known, is a referene to the big media outlets.Traditionally, these organizations have ompeted with one another to be the main soure of informationfor the ountry. This ompetition led to a partiular type of demographi targeting | that of the\average" person.The ompetition o�ered by the internet's ability to aess a virtually in�nite number of disparate newssoures has led some to speulate about the deline of the mass media. While this deline may wellhave begun the mass media is still the primary soure of news and information for most people. Thisis an aspet of \mass personalization". There are many ways of ommuniating to an audiene, ratheraudiene members an interat. Customization.
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8.15.1. Media in People’s LivesInformation Storm. Obsession with apparently trivial news items.Television. Synergy of Internet and television Time shifted TV. Interative TV servies.Syndiation of TV shows.Engagement with ontent.
8.15.2. Creativity and Content OwnershipMusi. South Park.Diret internet delivery.
Exercises
Short Definitions:

1st Amendment, U.S. Constitution

4th Amendment, U.S. Constitution

Academic freedom

Administration

Affordance

Aggregators

Auction

Business cycle

Business model

Business-to-business (B2B)

Case law

Cease and desist

Censorship

Clicks-and-mortar (retail)

Collusion (business)

Common carrier

Contract

Core competency

Copy identification

Critical path

Customer relationship management

Derivative work

Digital Encryption Standard(DES)

Digital rights management

Disintermediation

Due process

Economies of scale

Elastic price

EULA

Externalities

Fair use

First sale

FOIA

Fraud

Freeware

Intellectual property

Information disaster

Infringement (copyright)

Just-in-time manufacturing

Knowledge economy

Knowledge market

Libel

Logistics

Macroeconomics

Market

Matrix management

Micro-payment

Moral right

Network effect

Open-Source Software

Orphan works

Parody

Piracy

Privacy

Productivity

Public domain

Public good

Public-key encryption

Public sector information systems

Rationality

Regulatory creep

Return on Investment

Reverse engineering

Royalty (copyright)

Slander

Social protocol

Steganography

Supply chain

Transaction cost

Watermark

Work-breakdown structure

Review Questions:
1. Do current U.S. intellectual property laws allow people to own facts? Explain. (8.2.0)

2. What are the four legally protected types of intellectual property in the U.S.? (8.2.0)

3. If you invented a new type of computer hardware, what type of intellectual property protection would be most appropriate
for protecting it? (8.2.0)

4. What parts of a movie based on a traditional fairy tale can be copyrighted? (8.2.0)

5. Distinguish between plagiarism and copyright violation. Is every case of plagiarism a copyright violation? (5.12.3, 8.2.2)

6. How are intellectual property rights related to “terms and conditions” of use. (8.2.4)

7. Distinguish between “privacy” and “anonymity”. (8.3.1)

8. Distinguish between “identification” and “authentication”. (8.3.4,  A.13.1)

9. Describe some of the potential problems in electronic voting systems. (8.4.3)

10. What are some of the pros and cons of direct democracy? (8.4.3)

11. Describe your school’s policy on the Internet access for students. (8.5.1)

12. Explain how “policy” is different from “law”. (8.5.1)
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13. What are some of the ways that information affects economics? (8.7.0)

14. How many combinations or pair-wise communication links are possible for a set of 10 people? (8.7.2)

15. Give additional examples for each of the cells of Table 8.45. (8.7.2)

16. Explain what we mean by different “types of money”. What would happen if you couldn’t trust any banks? (8.7.3)

17. (a) How do Web-based map and route finding services help to increase productivity. (b) Can you estimate how much
they improved productivity? (8.8.1)

18. What is the productivity of a country for which the GDP is $10B and 100M hours are worked per year? (8.8.1)

19. What are some ways information systems might improve productivity? What are some of the obstacles to getting
potential productivity benefits from information systems? (8.8.1)

20. Are emotional responses rational? (4.6.0, 8.8.3)

21. Is everything a person does rational? After all, anything that person does can be taken to show subjective utility? (8.8.3)

22. Is rationality an ideal to be achieved or a description of what people actually do? (8.8.3)

23. Read a standards statement and discuss those pros and cons. (8.11.3)

24. What management strategies (8.11.1) might you adopt when
a) you are developing a piece of software. b) merging two companies with different organizational cultures.

25. Would it make sense to run an automobile manufacturing plant with project management techniques? (8.11.3)

26. Calculate the slack time for the project shown in the following PERT chart: (8.11.3)

27. Distinguish between “management” and “administration”, and “governance”. (7.10.0, 8.11.4)

28. Describe some of the ways that information systems can streamline business processes. (8.12.5)

29. How is “marketing” different from “advertising”? (8.12.5)

30. Why is it important for a newspaper to clearly distinguish between news and paid advertisements? (8.13.7)

Short-Essays and Hand-Worked Problems:
1. Some countries seem to believe that economic development can occur without democracy. What do you think? (8.1.0)

2. To what extent would the following be protected by freedom of speech in the First Amendment? (8.1.0):
a) Disrupting a speech by shouting down the speaker.
b) Handing out leaflets inside a shopping mall without approval of the owner of the shopping mall.

3. Give an example of harm done from too tight control of information. Give an example of harm done from too lax control
of information. (8.1.0)

4. Can a new dress design be protected by our current intellectual property laws? (8.2.0)

5. How are notions of intellectual property similar to or different from our notion of physical property? (8.2.0).

6. Describe what might happen if ideas, rather than the expression of those ideas, were allowed to be copyrighted.(8.2.2)

7. Take a position pro or con on the following statement: The duration of U.S. copyright protection should be extended
from 100 years to 150 years. (8.2.2)

8. What are the difficulties in using copyright to protect novel computer chip designs? (8.2.2)

9. Find an example of an apparent copyright violation and judge it by the criterion of “fair use”. (8.2.2)

10. In a recent case, a trademark was claimed for the phrase “fair and balanced” with respect to a news program. The claim
was withdrawn. Why might that have happened? (8.2.2).

11. What are the pros and cons of compulsory licenses for copyrighted materials? (8.2.2).

12. How do privacy policies affect the information management in your organization? (7.3.1, 8.3.1)

13. What are the policies of your university or company regarding the privacy of your electronic communications and Web
site access? (8.3.1)

14. List as many different databases as you can find in which your name included. (8.3.1)

15. Contrast the definition of privacy as “any unwanted intrusion” with the legal protection given by the Forth Amendment
to the U.S. Constitution. (8.3.1)
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16. What are some of the privacy concerns in the protection of medical records? Specifically, what privacy requirements
would you want for patient data on a doctor’s PDA? (8.3.1)

17. If you worked for a large company where you ran a server and you had no ethical or legal concerns, what data would
you want to collect about a person’s Internet usage to help you sell products to them? If you did have ethical concerns,
what data would you collect? (8.3.1)

18. Because it is so easy to collect electronic information, it has been proposed that all information should be made public.
Do you agree? (8.3.1)

19. How will you conduct a security audit of an electronic voting system? (7.10.3, 8.4.3)

20. What are some steps that you might take to enhance the chance for the acceptance of a policy? (8.5.1)

21. Describe how you would go about developing a policy managing the following information resource (8.5.1):
Confidential plans for a new product to be developed by your company.

22. List four reasons in support and four reasons opposed to the following policy statements (8.5.1):
a) There will always be inequality among people so the digital divide is inevitable.
b) Information systems are a foundation for a modern society, therefore it should be a priority to introduce them in
developing societies.

23. Are the following effective policy statements? Why or why not? (8.5.1):
a) Automobiles should pay per mile for highway use. This should be accomplished with GIS-based location technologies.
b)

24. Describe a Web page (or Web site) which would provide legal information for ordinary consumers. (8.5.4)

25. Is demand artificially distorted by advertising? (4.3.4, 8.7.2)

26. What are some of the ways freedom of information facilitates the elimination of political and economic corruption? (8.1.0,
8.4.1, 8.7.2)

27. Give an example of how supply and demand affect the value of information. (8.7.2)

28. Compare credit cards payments with micro-payments. (8.7.3)

29. If you were the manager of a corporation, what procedure would you adopt to determine the optimal level of spending
on information systems? (8.8.1)

30. What are the difficulties of analysis of system as the sum of its components rather than as whole? (8.11.0)

31. How is “leadership” different from “management”? (8.11.0)

32. What are some of the advantages and limitations of matrix management? (8.11.1)

33. What documentation would be most useful for project management? (8.11.3)

34. What kind of organizational structure would be most appropriate for the following projects (5.7.1, 8.11.3):
a) Research and Development.
b) Manufacturing.

35. What types of information are conveyed by product branding? (5.2.2, 8.11.4)

36. What techniques would you employ to protect and develop a brand name? (5.2.2, 8.11.4)

37. What is the business model for a private university versus a public university? (8.11.4)

38. Why can supply chain management be difficult to implement effectively? (8.12.1)

39. Develop supply chain diagrams for (a) a light bulb and (b) a newspaper. (8.12.1)

40. Analyze B2B XML tools as socio-technical artifacts. (8.8.2, 8.12.4)

41. A project management effort requires a project team. If you worked for a bank, who would be logical members of a team
to develop a lessons-learned database about problems with customer service requests? (8.11.3, 8.12.5)

42. Describe the considerations for a customer relationship management tool. What are some of the tradeoffs required?
(8.12.5).

43. Suppose your job was to provide information resources for your workgroup. Investigate and report the licensing costs and
conditions (8.13.3) for: (a) an online encyclopedia, (b) financial data that would be useful for competitive intelligence,
(c) a digital library.

44. Public libraries in the U.S. are traditionally paid for by taxes. How could you measure whether there is a fair return on
the taxes? What other strategies might there be for funding libraries? (7.9.0, 8.13.5)

45. A library fine for a traditional lending library serves to discourage patrons from keeping books out too long but too high
a fine can eventually discourage a patron from returning the book at all. What would you argue is the level for a library
fine in your town public library? (8.13.5)

46. Compare the way three different newspapers report a news story. What accounts for the difference? (8.13.7)

47. Why is metadata even more useful for software libraries than for text libraries? (2.4.0, 7.9.3, 8.13.8)

48. Why are “networking effects” important in software publishing. Give an example. (8.7.2, 8.13.8)

49. What policies are needed for a software company to manage different releases of its software. (8.13.8)

Practicum:
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1. Establish business plan.

2. Describe the information flows and services in your own organization.

3. Pick a standards document. (a) Describe the standard it proposes. (b) Describe the possible pros and cons of the
standard.

Going Beyond:
1. How would you measure the level of “freedom of information” in a society? (8.1.0)

2. Compare two countries in how they control information. (8.1.0)

3. Does freedom of information in markets necessarily lead to freedom of information in political systems? (8.1.0)

4. Although it allows some anti-social statements to be made, freedom of speech seems to lead to a stable society. Why is
that? (8.1.0)

5. Should the concept of “first sale” apply to digital copies such as downloads of songs? (8.2.2)

6. What is optimal duration for copyright? (8.2.2).

7. How does the notion of copyright serving as an incentive to creativity fit with the number of years granted for that
copyright? (8.2.2).

8. The concept of “fair use” is complicated when applied to electronic materials. Separate publications could apply fair use
for distinct parts of the original work. These could then be re-synthesized back to the original document. Should the
fair use provision be modified? (8.2.2)

9. Is a dress designer protected by intellectual property laws if somebody else makes a “knock-off” of a dress design?(8.2.2)

10. What would the implications be for consumers in the uncontrolled use of trademarks? (8.2.2)

11. It has been proposed that the principle of first sale should be abandon because it is so easy to make copies that the
owners are likely to copy and resell a resource – effectively short-changing the creator of the resource. Do you agree this
problem needs to be fixed? (8.2.2)

12. Explain how fair use could be managed by a digital rights management server. (8.2.2, 8.2.4)

13. Conduct a patent search. (8.2.2, 8.13.3)

14. Describe a digital watermark scheme. Implement it. Describe what sort of attacks it would prevent. (8.2.5)

15. Give an example of the need to balance between privacy and security concerns. (8.3.1)

16. How would society adapt if “privacy is dead”? (8.3.1).

17. How are principles of privacy affected by cultural traditions? (8.3.1)

18. In the United States, private companies can intercept the email of the employees but cannot tap the employee’s telephone.
What do you think the right balance should be? (8.3.1)

19. Given a budget of $50, determine how much personal information about yourself you could find on the Internet. (8.3.1)

20. Are video surveillance cameras effective at deterring crime? (8.3.3)

21. What is social justice? What is economic justice? (Give a definition, not an example.) (8.4.1)

22. Until about 1985, the U.S. Government tried to control encryption technologies. Why did it do that? Why did it stop?
(8.4.1,  A.13.1)

23. In electronic voting the identity of the person who casts a ballot needs to be hidden. How can the be reconciled with
the need to track and audit the system’s performance? (8.4.3)

24. Write a statement for the use of the Web by your children. (8.5.1)

25. How can the regulatory process be corrupted? How can that corruption be minimized? (8.5.1).

26. Compare the efficiency in distributed computation and distributed control in economic systems? (7.7.1, 8.7.0)

27. How is speculation different from investment? (8.7.0)

28. Is economics a science? Do you agree with the economic principle that people act primarily in their self interest? (8.7.0,
9.2.1)

29. Relate the discussion of information system management to the application of externalities. (1.5.2, 8.7.2)

30. Does the stock market accurately reflect the value of companies list on it? (8.7.2)

31. Do markets encourage honesty in companies to encourage the trust of investors? (8.7.2)

32. If markets are facilitated by freedom of information, what are the economic consequences of authoritarian governments
which control information. (8.7.2)

33. The government is generally not as efficient as commercial businesses. Why is that? (8.7.2)

34. Should all tickets for entertainment events be sold by auction (8.7.2)

35. What has the effect of the Web been for travel agents? Has there been a similar impact on real-estate agents? Why is
there a difference? (8.7.2)

36. Should money reflect social value? How could it be made better at doing this? (8.7.3)

37. Identify and explain a digital payment system not described in this book. (8.7.3)

38. How important in a stable economic system for individuals? What factors make the system stable? (8.7.4)
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39. Find the productivity rates for three other countries than the U.S. Propose why you think there are differences. (8.8.1)

40. Is it rational to be altruistic? (8.8.3)

41. How is the management of for profit businesses different from the management of not-for-profit organizations? (8.11.0)

42. Explain how procedures for managing complexity apply to organization design and re-engineering. (7.7.1, 8.11.2)

43. Compare the procedures and strategies of BPM and TQM. (8.11.2)

44. Develop a business model for an information service or Website. (8.13.5)

45. Print, read, and comment on an end-user software license. (8.13.8)

46. A popular business model for software companies around 1990 was to stimulate demand by giving away one component
(e.g., a web browser) and then charge for the server. Compare the success of Adobe and its distribution of Acrobat and
Netscape with its Web browser. (8.13.8)

47. What are the pros and cons of the open-source software model? (8.13.8)

48. Open source software appears to violate profit-oriented business practices. Why is that? (8.13.8)

49. If the knowledge economy is robust? How concerned should we be about to decline of manufacturing jobs? (8.13.8)

50. Should universities ever block content on the Web from students and staff? (8.1.3, 8.13.2)

Teaching Notes
Objectives and Skills: The chapter introduces social and policy issues that relate to information systems. These include
a discussion of business models and intellectual property.
Instructor Strategies: This long chapter could be split into two sections: social policy and issues (Sections 8.1 to 8.4)
and economics (Sections 8.5 to 8.9)
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